
 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

Abstract 

This thesis analyses the legal bases and the use of the Civic Code, Property Laws, 

Civic Judicial Code and Execution Code in the real estate business. Through case 

studies, this thesis attempts to point out the critical points and the feasibility 

of individual investments in by execution or legally devaluated property. The final 

section seeks standardized procedure that finds an optimal balance between risk 

and profitability.  

Abstrakt 

Tato diplomová práce analyzuje právní základy a užití občanského zákoníku, 

majetkových zákonů, občanského soudního řádu a exekučního řádu v obchodu 

s nemovitostmi. Skrze případové studie se snaží poukázat na kritická místa 

a proveditelnost jednotlivých investic do exekucí zasažených či jinak právně 

znehodnocených nemovitostí. Závěrečná část hledá standardizované postupy, které 

nachází optimální mix rizika a profitability. 
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Preface 

The subject of this Diploma Thesis is to find considerably safe ways of doing 

business by investing in legally problematic property. Investing in such kinds 

of property is the cause of many disputes in society as on one hand, it might become 

a very profitable business, on the other, for some people it is morally and ethically 

problematic. It must be mentioned that the level of risk is very high and there is always 

plenty of room for error. But the fact is that it is the business of the present and future 

as it offers a high yield. 

The main hypothesis is that there is no risk-free investment in real-estate in the 

Czech Republic, even if we do not consider value estimation. There are always plenty 

of factors that can sometimes be hard to identify and affect every single investment. 

This field is huge and all the possibilities cannot be included in one simple work. This 

thesis firstly defines the position of the investor and a few basic parameters of such 

a person or corporation. For the purpose of this work we will consider property owned 

by a regular person (further sometimes consumer) or a common entrepreneur
1
. For 

the most part 3 varieties of investment will be considered, a loan secured by lien 

on chosen property, purchase of a property and the securement of performance 

by assignment of a right; each of these methods have various advantages and are 

convenient in different situations. 

This thesis should provide the reader with valuable case studies from which they 

should gain an understanding of the issue and give them hints to find their own 

investment strategy. The case studies are borrowed from PomocPro.cz, a Czech firm 

that became focused on loans on “problematic” real-estate. In the end the most 

convenient ways to invest in real-estate are identified and temporary legal devaluation 

is taken as an advantage. 

                                                 
1
OT:  Fyzická osoba (vystupující pod rodným číslem) a fyzická osoba podnikající (vystupující pod 

identifikačním číslem) 
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1 Aims and Methods 

The aim of this work is the creation of an optimal investment in a real-estate during 

the global crisis concerning the Czech Republic. This includes the exact identification 

of potential risks linked with an investment in real-estate which are legally flawed. The 

identification is followed by a selection and confirmation of a suitable method 

to execute the investment in order to minimise the risk. On the basis of real life case 

studies it outlines standardised low-risk investment procedure. The core and most 

important target is the attainment of a positive return on investment. 

The methods used in this thesis are for the most part known logical processes such 

as abstraction, synthesis, analysis, induction and deduction. 
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2 Theoretical Part 

In this part, the theoretical basis and preconditions are discussed. These 

backgrounds are used further in this work and are important for the interpretation 

of the case studies included. 

2.1 The Investor and his options 

Every investor must decide the level of risk that they are willing to undertake, 

take their time to consider the outcomes and how financially independent they are. 

Financial independence is more important than the financial resources available. 

The investor must not be threatened to make profits on the investment and must 

understand that they cannot expect regular cash flow from the exercised investment. 

If the investor is clear on what they expect from the investment, they can then further 

follow the guide in this work.
2
  

Investors are seen from a broader point of view as the 3
rd

 person who usually 

steps into a relationship between the owner, commonly a debtor and a creditor. In most 

cases there are more creditors and executors who demand overdue payables.  

2.1.1 Five steps to invest into real-estate 

1. Decide the return 

Every investor has to decide the return that he expects. There are many ways 

to invest in real-estate, some are more conservative with a low lengthy return and some 

are more risky with quicker returns. 

As the most conservative way of investing might be considered a property rental. 

The net interest rate should move between 3 and 8 %. However, it is safe and there 

should not be a large loss, but a problem can arise when loosing payment moral 

in tenants, because the law is strongly on the side of the tenant and it is hard to evict   

                                                 
2
 Experience of the exercised firm PomocPro.cz 
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and replace them with those who pay properly. Another problem is vandalism from 

the side of the tenants who can devastate a whole apartment. (Hospodářské Noviny, 

2011) (SLAVÍČEK, 2011) 

Another way is a buy and a sell strategy, which at times of fluctuation might 

generate profits of over 20% but carry a high risk. Even if the immovable is bought 

for a good price, to buy and sell can take more than half a year even if you were to get 

the right buyer in only one month. (Daniel KOTULA, 2011) 

A very classic method is building houses and selling them ready made. Today this 

is possible in the suburbs of big cities or with alternative buildings from paper or wood. 

However, even the big investors have problems to sell such houses without loss. (ČTK, 

2012) (POPELA, 2012) 

The usage of the phrase “Mind your own business” should seriously be considered 

as a property investment rule and when offering loans secured by immovables. The loan 

itself generates a deliberated interest rate and the risks of the modern habit of not paying 

debts is minimised by settling a lien upon a property. There is another advantage in that 

the duty of maintaining the property still lies with the owner and therefore there are no 

additional costs. The best thing is that the value of the property securing debt is as high 

as the investor decides to make it.
3
 That means that the intended interest from 

the investment is more secure than in the conventional method. Moreover, it looks 

as though the main business is in the loan, whereas in reality it is the immovable behind 

it. 

2. Find suitable real-estate  

What is suitable property for investment? Theoretically it’s an easy question. It is 

a property with a high price potential or one bought for a low price where upkeep costs 

are lower than the monetary reward, although complications may arise when it comes 

to finding equitable prospects. Where to find such fortune when there are no virgin 

investments? As R. T. Kiyosaki says “Find an opportunity that everyone else missed.” 

(KIYOSAKI, 2011 p. 113)  

                                                 
3
 Experience of the exercised firm PomocPro.cz 
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This work attempts to talk about typical investors and the way they invest their 

resources. In reality it does not have to require an investor to possess the huge piles 

of money of the so called “Forbes top 100”. A few hundred thousand CZK is enough 

to set up an investment. In any case houses over 3 million CZK are not currently 

in demand. (TŮMOVÁ, 2012) As expected, the lowering prices of immovables 

empowered by deregulation of tenancy has rationalised the market and made more 

apartments available for tenancy. Therefore some apartment owners have begun selling 

their property as it does not generate the expected revenue. (TŮMOVÁ, 2012)  

It can be said even more so about disproportions in the market, but it is up 

to the investor to find them. The basic and most classic strategy is to find a seller who 

is desperate to sell. Such a seller is at a big disadvantage and business can be settled 

quickly.  Another way is to be better informed than the others, but this usually narrows 

your opportunities significantly or the costs are too large. Recently in the Czech 

Republic there have been more and more property owners in execution and the big jump 

in the number of executions is caused by the enforcement of fines by transportation 

enterprises. (ČTK, 2012) 

Table 1: Execution statistics 2009 - 2011 (ČTK, 2012) 

 

On the other hand people have become quite used to high standards of living and 

with the global crises cannot help themselves and try to live on debt and do not always 

succeed in its management. (SEDLÁČKOVÁ, et al., 2012)  

From all this information it is clear that an investor should search for a property with 

legal flaws and that is the main focus of this work. Today it is not a problem to monitor 

Land Registry information, auction halls, The Central Evidence of Executions 

and so on. It is up to every individual investor which information channel he is going 

2009 2010 2011

Total number of executions 760 900         701 900         936 200         

Number of terminated executions 178 200         202 000         288 000         

Number of abandoned executions 44 200           55 900           97 000           

Number of succesfull executions 134 000         146 100         191 000         

Execution statistics 2009 - 2011
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to choose. The difference is made in the ability to distinguish good investments from 

malicious traps.  

3. Find an amount of single executions and a total debt upon the real-estate  

The key to success is the information about the legal state of a property into which 

the investor wants to invest. The first place to go is Land Registry. There are many 

firms that offer selected information about changes in the Land Registry and deliver 

them organised and ready to use by an active investor.  

The online information is free and therefore not fully reliable. There is no precise 

information, but it can offer a good baseline for further searches. More precise and 

reliable information can be attained from the Land registry if you were to pay for a Title 

or deed.  

 

Picture 1: Land Register information (ČÚZK, 2012) 
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Picture 2: Title deed and important entries 

Such a title or deed has from one up to sometimes 10 pages and even more, 

it depends on the number of legal restrictions and amount of property written into it. 

It is not always easy to pair the executions in the deed. A prospective investor who is 

trying to find information has to understand the terminology and sometimes look into 

the physical papers that the Land Registry stores. If all the executors and courts 

standardised the information that they send to the Land Registry and all the Land 

Registry offices in the different districts would enter the information in the same way, 

it would turn this forensic adventure into just another bog standard duty. An investor or 

any person in fact, has to reference carefully the numbers of the judicial proceeding 

(code starting EXE, NC); the execution number (code EX) the number which comes 

before EX is the number of the executor. Prior to 1.9.2001 only an E was used 

“Execution of a decision”.
4
 The investor also has to look for the contractual rights 

of third party liens, easements etc. (KOS, 2011) 

The problem is that on the title deed is not written everything. Another important 

source of information is the corresponding regional court of the owner of a property 

or if not the corresponding regional court of the property itself. There a person receives 

the information only if he already has power of attorney, otherwise he will not receive 

                                                 
4
 OT: Výkon rozhodnutí 
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any information. However, even with power of attorney, information is not always 

available. 

Other information can be found in the Central Register of Execution, it is good 

to search for social security, financial authority and health insurance as they also use 

judicial lien
5
 to secure a debt. Last but not least is an insolvency list

6
 where all persons 

and companies claiming or undergoing bankruptcy are recorded. 

4. Settle the contract 

The contract is settled based on the information received from the preparation 

mentioned above. The method of securement and expected outcome of the investment is 

up to the individual investor; however, if they skip steps 1, 2 or 3. They will struggle 

to set up good deals. 

5. Pay off the debt 

 

 First of all the investor needs power of attorney to look into an executor’s 

file, pay instead of the debtor, surrender the right to appeal the execution and 

receive specific  documents.  

 Ensure that everything goes according to plan and to avoid problems with 

entry rights to the Land Registry.
7
 

 While paying, an investor has to surrender the right to appeal the execution 

 Remember to obtain a notification of expiration of authorisation 

from the executor and resolution of execution termination. 

 

6. Clean the title deed 

 

 It is important to bring the documents to the Land Registry personally; 

otherwise this whole action will be put at severe risk of delaying the entry 

of the real right. 

                                                 
5
 The problem is described further in the text. 

6
 Free to enter on www.justice.cz 

7
 Problems in timing of debt pay-out are described further in the text. 
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 As it is discussed further there may spring up problems with an executorial 

lien. 

If the investor followed all of the steps before, then there of course may still 

be unpredictable occasions, every single investment is different and everyone must 

remember that it is simply impossible to buy a property without taking a risk that the 

property is not legally clean. In reality, the immovable become 100% legally safe after 

3 years of uninterrupted ownership. In some cases it is even 10 years. (TOMAN, 2012) 

2.2 Property laws 

2.2.1 Movables and immovables 

Civic code defines two kinds of property; movable and immovable; where 

immovable property is immovable by its nature such as an area of land or things firmly 

connected with it, the rest are movable things.
8
 (Zákon č. 40/1964 Sb.) Land 

is considered as part of the earth or ground regardless of what it is on (wetlands, rivers, 

buildings, forests and so on). Lands are divided by territorial administrative units, 

borders of a cadastral area or proprietorial boundary. These borders divide larger 

swathes of land into smaller parcels. (DUŠEK, 2008) 

For our purpose we define the term building from a civic law point of view 

as an object (deployed or completed) firmly connected to the parcel (but not a part of it) 

and was created by human action. (DUŠEK, 2008)  

 Law on ownership of residential units
9
 defines residential and non-residential 

units. This law defines a building as a persistent construction connected to the ground 

and enclosed by walls into one three dimensional object (not a set of smaller buildings).  

The most important characteristic is the existence of at least 2 divided rooms to create 

autonomic units. (Zákon č. 72/1994 Sb.)  

                                                 
8
 OT: Zákon č. 40/1964 Sb., Občanský Zákoník 

9
 OT: Zákon č. 72/1994 Sb., o vlastnictví bytů v platném znění 
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2.2.2 Land Registry 

This is a good basic source of information for anyone concerned with immovable 

property, let alone an investor. The Land Registry is a public comprehensive register 

of the most important information about immovables in a particular locality. Land 

Registry offices collect information about land, buildings tied to the ground, residential 

and non-residential units, deployed buildings or residential and non-residential units and 

structures according to specific legislation. However, there exists a simplified register 

for the parcels where the borders are not clear (usually open fields and forests) and 

it would not be economical to search for them. Information available is as follows: 

kinds of parcel and their size, their position, specification of their protection and usage, 

ownership information, legal relations such as easement, lien, pre-emptive rights and 

other legal matters.  

There are three kinds of entry collated at the Land Registry: 

 Entry of real rights
10

 

o The rights are entered on the basis of contracts, deeds, agreements 

or declarations. 

 Record of real rights
11

 

o The rights are entered according to the law, decision of executory 

authority, administrative body or on the basis of auction. 

 Note
12

 

o Notes have an informative and alerting character. It notifies the 

reader that in a short time the information can be changed, because 

the immovable is affected by proceedings leading to a change 

in the real rights which apply. 

 The law precisely identifies what is valid obligatory information. These are 

parcel numbers, geometric dimensions of a building, name and geometric dimensions 

of a cadastral area. (DUŠEK, 2008) 

                                                 
10

 OT: vklad 
11

 OT: záznam; Reader has to remember the difference between Record of real rights and Entry of real 

rights as it is very important for the investment. 
12

 OT: poznámka 
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Picture 3: Print screen from Land Register web (ČÚZK, 2012) 
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2.2.3 Regional planning and taxes 

Regional planning 

One of more important aspects is regional planning; it affects the environment 

and value of immovables. Regional planning is addressed by Law No.183/2006 Code, 

regarding regional planning and building order.
 13

 This law influences creation, usage 

and forfeiture. It is important to know the documentation of regional planning with 

regard to the surrounding area of the considered immovable as it may significantly 

affect its price.  (Zákon č. 183/2006) 

Taxes 

Property taxes 

Recently, there have been big differences in property taxing in Czech Republic 

and now every municipality can create its own level of property taxation. (HOVORKA, 

2011)  However, it is not the biggest issue concerning the kind of investment this work 

refers to, but it is still one of the parameters that model the final price and operating 

costs.  

Income tax 

 This is the tax that affects the amount the investor has to pay when profiting from 

the sold or hired immovable. 

Transfer tax 

The objective of this tax is the transfer of rights for value or an exchange of rights. 

The rate of taxation is 3% and is paid from the exercised price or according to an expert 

evaluation on the basis of the law referring to the evaluation of property
14

.  The tax 

is always paid from the higher amount (Zákon č. 357/1992 Sb.); and if the either side 

of the contract tries to avoid full payment, the contract can be terminated. 

(FETTER, 2010)  

                                                 
13

 OT: Zákon č. 183/2006, o územním plánování a stavebním řádu 
14

 OT: Zákon č. 151/1997 Sb. o oceňování majetku 
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VAT 

This tax is mainly important for investors who are obliged to pay “value added 

tax”. The problematic potential is rather broad and not so important to this thesis. 

2.2.4 Ownership according to Civic Code 

Ownership 

The ownership is described in the Civic Code; however, this legal adjustment 

is stipulated in many other laws, directives and orders. The important facts from Civic 

Code are picked up on in the following passage. 

§123 dictate that the owner is within the law and allowed to hold, use, enjoy 

the benefits of and do business with their property. Furthermore §126 it says, the owner 

has the right to defend their ownership against an intruder; they  in particular may  enact 

the eviction from a property of one who is in position of it illegally (a squatter 

or non-paying tenant). 
15

  

§127 dictate that owners of neighbouring properties have to tolerate 

inconveniences to the normal use of their property for an inevitable period of time, 

if maintenance of the property is due. 

§132, §133 States that ownership can be acquired by contract, heritage, decision 

by state authority or on the basis of the outcome of legal proceedings. Movables can 

be repossessed by executing a reposition order for the item.  If the transferred property 

is an immovable registered at the Land Registry, then the ownership commences from 

the time of entry on the register. In most cases it is a decisive moment in time measured 

in minutes on the proposal of the entry received by land registry. (Zákon č. 40/1964 Sb.) 

                                                 
15

 However, the reality might prove the opposite. 
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Common ownership 

Common ownership is very widespread and some investors just focus on buying 

shares that are cheaper than the ownership of the whole immovable. But there are some 

risks tied to pre-emptive rights and execution proceedings. 

§137 States that the value of the share identifies the exact level of common 

ownership. 

§140 Defines one important thing, that a co-owner has a pre-emptive right 

to the transferred share (if not transferred to a trusted person §116, 117(mainly 

relatives)). (Zákon č. 40/1964 Sb.) 

Common marital ownership
16

 

This kind of ownership usually ends up being a very problematic when spouses 

get into a financial trouble. Therefore every investor has to be aware of this special 

status and take advantage of it. 

 §143/1 defines common martial ownership as property or loans acquired by one 

or both spouses during the marriage. However, article b) specifies that loans above 

a reasonable level belonging only to one of them without the awareness of the other are 

excluded. Which means in practise, that credit companies need their loan contracts 

to be signed by both parties. However, spouses are obliged to prove their ignorance. 

 §143a Discusses narrowing common marital ownership with the agreement 

written by a public notary.
17

 Both spouses can adjust the extent of their common marital 

ownership. Such an agreement can become tricky so this is another reason to have 

raised awareness; on the other hand it can serve as a useful tool for the protection 

of an investment when one of the spouses is likely to get into debt. 

(Zákon č. 40/1964 Sb.) 

  

                                                 
16

 OT: Společně jmění manželů 
17

 OT: Zúžené jmění manželů 
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Easement 

 An easement restricts the owner of immovable property in favour of someone 

else so that the owner must tolerate something or oblige another party in some aspects. 

Rights tied to easements are either associated with the ownership of a property 

or belong to a particular person. Easements associated with the ownership of a property 

are transferred with the property to the new owner.  

 There are many kinds of easement but usually the most problematic ones are 

the easement of dwelling and enjoyment, the easement of access and so forth. These 

easements usually cut the market value of the immovable in half.  

Lien 

The understanding of a lien is very important in this particular case, therefore 

it is discussed in more depth. For the debtor a lien does not change much, but for 

the creditor such security is financially lethal and usually makes the difference in the 

final distribution. Let alone the position in negotiation is stronger and the creditor can 

choose a more optimal solution. 

The Subject of a lien 

The basis a lien consists of a lien creditor in whose favor the lien is imposed 

and a lien debtor as an obligor. A lien debtor does not necessarily have to be the owner 

of the property under the lien that is securing his obligation, but the owner has to sign 

the lien contract and offer his property. (Zákon č. 40/1964 Sb.) 

Change of subjects of lien 

The change of the subjects of a lien can cause devolution of the secured obligation 

by the creditor. On the basis of Civic Code §524 par. 2 the lien goes with the obligation 

and all the other rights tied to it. The assignee becomes not only a new creditor, but 

a lien creditor as well. The agreement of the lien debtor is not needed. The assignor 

is obliged to notify the lien debtor about the devolution and forward all the documents 

and information to the assignee as it states in Civic Code §528. However, there are 
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no specific sanctions and both sides can specify the duty to inform in the devolution 

assignment. 

The obligation (debt) can be devoted to a different debtor as well, but only with 

the agreement of the lien debtor (the owner of property), if they are not the same person. 

A change can be affected even on the side of lien debtor by changing the owner 

of the property; however, it has no influence on the lien or rights enjoyed by the 

creditor. (Zákon č. 40/1964 Sb.) 

Functions of a lien 

A lien has more functions that work for a creditor in unison. One such function 

is to compensate overdue payment by acting on the lien, usually through 

the non-voluntary or executory auction. The lien creditor cannot become the owner 

of the property in question. (GIESE, et al., 2003) 

The second function is the assurance of the obligatory payment that gives 

the creditor a better position against other creditors. This gives him space 

to communicate with a debtor in case problems occur it does not force him to claim 

his payments back immediately, which can sometimes become costly for both sides.  

Last but not least is the motivation function. The lien (in most cases) generates 

pressure on the debtor and pushes him toward a better payment discipline. However, 

this is mostly the case with conservative thinking people, which is usually not the case 

for the targeted group investors are looking for. This is how we come to the fourth 

function, which is prevention. In cases where the investor does not only search for 

immovables, but for instance offers loans. He can divide groups of responsible and 

irresponsible potential debtors, as in most cases those who do not consider 

the repayment an obligation of the debt, they only realise it when they are asked to put 

their home directly at stake. This sometimes does not work in cases of pledge given 

by the third party as losing someone else’s house does not look as scary. 

(GIESE, et al., 2003) 
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Object subject of a lien 

 Basically the subject of a lien can be anything that is transferable and executable 

by law (KNAPPOVÁ, et al., 2005) - movables, immovables, rights, debts, residential 

units according to special law. (§153 Zákona č. 40/1964 Sb.) It is possible to put a lien 

on the ideal share of a property, because it is possible to dispose of it without making 

harming the co-owners. However, it is impossible to pledge real share of a property, 

for instance one floor or one room in a house.  

 In connection with a lien, it should be mentioned that there is the possibility 

of a lien claim. It serves as compensation under the insurance contract that pays 

insurance in case of damage or destruction of property. A lien creditor receives this 

in case of damage or destruction of the pledge as eligible collateral to balance the loss 

of security. In practice, this situation is also addressed by blockage of indemnity 

in favour of the lien creditor. (JAROŠOVÁ, 2008) 

 Secured obligation 

 Secured obligation may not only be pecuniary, in this case the obligation is only 

secured up to its value at the time of the liens creation. (§155 Zákona č. 40/1964 Sb.) 

This paragraf implicitly states that the obligation has to be evaluated at the time 

of settling a contract, this is an important part of the lien contract and Secureity must 

be valid.  

 One of the most important attributes is, that a lien can ensure an obligation 

which might arise in the future. The lien can be imposed regardless of the obligaion 

and still non-existent lien creditor aquireing lien rights from the time the entry draft was 

delivered to the Land Registry. 

 Lien creditor and the holder of the obligation must be the same person. But 

the obligor and lien debtor do not have to be the same as mentioned earlier in the text. 

(Zákon č. 40/1964 Sb.)  
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Principles 

 Subsidiarity (§ 152 Zákon č. 40/1964 Sb.) means that a lien just support 

the obligation. A lien can be used powerfully only in cases where there are problems 

with the completion of a commitment of the obligor (lien debtor). The difference is with 

a judicial and executory lien that can be imposed only after the obligation is overdue. 

The specifics of these liens are dicussed further in the text. 

 Accessority is another principle that influences lien law. It states that a lien right 

covers the debt and its accessory such as interest, default interest and the cost 

of enforcement. (§155 Zákon č. 40/1964 Sb.) Contract penalties must be mentioned 

separately as an anex in the text of a contract. It is not expresly mentioned in the law; 

however, it is important to specify the maximum ammount of penatlties secured 

by a lien and the time when they can be created. In practice some land registery staff 

demand this obligation and some do not.
18

  

  The lien is an absolute right and to guarantee a safe business for 3rd parties 

the lien is publicly visible for everyone and most of the information can be found 

in the Land Registery. In § 159 Civic Code it is written that a lien  is created by settling 

a contract, but concerning immovables is only valid when recorded by the Land 

Registery. This principle is supressed in the case of Judicial lien or law lien that 

according to § 338d Civic Judicial Code, are valid from the time of motion to entry 

of real right is received by the Land Registry. This specific paragraf can often cause 

severe harm to a 3
rd

 party that has little opportunity to predict such behaviour; however, 

if used properly the judicial lien might give the investor a decisive advantage by beating 

others to the punch. The majority users of judicial lien are health insurance companies 

and the social security system.
19

  

 Indivisibility states that the lien is still valid even if some part of a receivable 

was already payed. If a part of a pledged property expires the lien still secures 

the receivable against  the rest of the property. (GIESE, et al., 2003) 
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 The most important principle of a lien is a priority. The lien creditor on the basis 

of lien is a prefered creditor. In case of more liens upon one property it is again 

important to consider the time when the motion to entry of a lien reached and was 

recorded by the Land Registry. Apart from varieing legislation in different countries 

it is not possible to change the priority of the liens on the basis of the settlement of lien 

creditors. (ŠVESTKA, et al., 2009) 

 Volume of ensurance 

 The lien secures everything that is part of an immovable. If the immovable´s 

value depreciates then the lien creditor can claim another property to pledge. On the 

other hand in case the value of the pledged property rises, a lien creditor has no right 

to withdraw any part of the property from the lien. (§ 163 Zákon č. 40/1964 Sb.) 

 Sub-lien
20

 

Sub-lien is a special kind of a lien. It secures obligation by obligation that is 

itself already secured by a lien. This means that the obligation that is secured by sub-

lien is secured by the collateral that is given by the first owner of the property even 

without their approval and there is no contractual obligation between the lien debtor 

(owner of the property) and the sub-lien creditor. The sub-lien is only valid if the 

creation was announced to the owner of a  double-pledged property.  

 It is only possible to use a sub-lien if both obligations are overdue. 

 Sub-lien creditors claim their rights as  regular lien creditors. 

(SLAVÍČEK, 2011) 

Lien by Law 

Lien by Law is an additional contractual lien that the financial authorities 

in accordance with Act No. 337/l992 Code,
21

 act on. Tax Administration is imposed 

to ensure that tax assets and their  accessories establish a lien. Under § 72, paragraph 

6 of this regulation it is prohibited to set up a lien on another party without the aproval 
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of the tax authority. This has been interpreted as “lien by law” has a different legal 

structure than a contractual one. Land Registery authorities considere the establishment 

of a statutory lien for legal status, under which the pledgor cannot dispose 

of  an immovable. However, according to the Constitutional Court 1997 the state should 

pay only during the procceding of the motion to entry delivered to the Land Registery 

to the perminant record in the registery itself. The reason was that “lien by law” was 

given a different institute and was superordinated to a contractual lien that is 

unacceptable.  

Executorial lien 

Executorial lien is very similar to a judicial one and is used in very much the same 

way. However, there are problems with its removal. 

According to the interpretation of JUDr. Daniela Šustrová
22

, 2009, an executorial 

lien expires by usual means of lien extinction. According to this interpretation by Land 

Registry offices; the responsibility in these cases remains with the creditors 

(not the executors), who should send the relevant certificate of expiration of the lien, 

in addition equipped with a signed verification. In the case of corporate institutions like 

banks, such certificates with verification of signatures are a significant administrative 

problem. That means that although the executor initiated the executorial lien, he cannot 

himself remove it, he can only do it in cooperation with the creditor (obligee).  

Thus, if the debtor brings the Land Registry a certificate from the executor 

of indebtedness, he will not succeed in erasing the executorial lien from the register 

even though the actual lien has expired along with the secured obligation.
23

 In this 

particular situation the former debtor has no effective tool to remove the lien from his 

debtless immovable and in fact makes it worthless. In practice a debtor has but one 

hope, they must put pressure on the executor and land registry to cooperate with each 

other to remove it; however it usually depends on the particular bureaucrat dealing with 

the request. (KLOBUŠICKÝ, 2010) 
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However; there is an agreement between the Land Registry Office and 

the Executorial Chamber, that the executorial lien should be removed on the basis 

of resolving the termination of the execution. In practice, most executors send the Land 

Registry an explicit statement and certificate of expiration of the executorial lien and 

move forward with the strict interpretation of the law by the Land Registry officers. 

(KOS, 2011) 

2.2.5 Records and notes, its function and effect 

Resolution to execution directive 

On the basis of a non-final judicial resolution to execution directive (§44 Zákon č. 

120/2001 Sb.) enter the Land Registry record “Execution directive”
24

 tied 

to the particular person who is marked in the resolution as the obligee. 

Effect of the Record 

It the Land Registry, during the proceedings of the entry of real rights, finds 

the record of execution directive is irrelevant. It is considered relevant only when it is 

made relatively invalid by the execution order to sell the immovable issued by the 

executor who issued the original note. This execution order must be issued before or 

during the proceeding of entry and it pays off only if the execution directive was 

delivered before the motion to entry. This is the reason for the rise in use of executorial 

liens, because the immovability blocks the particular executor even when the execution 

proceeding is in a non-finalised mode. (ČÚZK, 2009) 

Deletion 

The record is deleted on the basis of a valid resolution of execution 

abandonment
25

 issued by the court or executor. It might even be done via a resolution 

to execution termination
26

. 
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Execution order to sell immovables 

The Land Registry records non-final execution orders in their register.  

Effect of a Record 

a) At the Land  registry, during the proceeding of the entry of real rights, finds 

the execution order record proceeds in this way: 

a. If the execution order is on the day of motion to final entry asks 

the executor, whether: 

i. The execution was already paid or not, in a sense §46 par. 2 or 

§46 par. 5 of the Executorial Code. 

ii. Whether or not the ban to dispose of the immovable has ceased 

according to §44 par. 2 of the Execution Code. 

iii. There has been a final resolution or not, according to §44a par. 3 

regarding the exclusion of an immovable from the execution 

order. 

b. If the execution order is not finalised on the day of the motion to entry 

of real right, the Land Registry asks the executor, whether the execution 

order was delivered to the obligor. If it was delivered, then, when it was 

delivered and if the facts according point iii did not take place. 

b) In case the execution order was not delivered by the day of the motion to entry 

of real right, then the obligor is not affected by this order in reference to §47 par. 

4 of the Execution Code 

c) If the execution order was delivered on the day of the motion to the obligor 

and nothing from point a) has taken place then it is not possible to approve 

the Entry. 

d) If the execution order was delivered on the day of the motion to the obligor and 

on the same day, one of the examples written in point a) took place then 

the obligor is not restricted by the execution order. 
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Deletion 

The record is deleted on the basis of the valid resolution of execution 

abandonment
27

 issued by a court or executor. It might even be done by the way 

of resolving the execution termination where the exact execution orders are mentioned. 

(ČÚZK, 2009) 

Auction and public notice
28

 

Auction and public notice is recorded in the Land Registry on the basis 

of a non-final resolution of an auction directive (further only auction public notice).  

Deletion 

The note is deleted on the basis of a valid resolution of execution abandonment
29

 

issued by a court or executor. It might even be done by resolving the execution 

termination where the exact auction and public notices are mentioned or by way 

of a valid resolution regarding knock-down at auction.  

Liens and easements terminated by successful auction are deleted on the basis 

of notifying the executor, who carried out the auction and that the liens and easements, 

entries and notions have been deleted by means of successful sale. 

2.3 Civic Judicial and Executional legislative Law 

This part is very important concerning the fast possibility of getting an executable 

title and becoming the first to receive payment from the debtor. Regretfully, sometimes 

it is not enough just to own a lien on a property if the executor which is first to sell 

the immovable is not yours. Smooth and fast way to get to the pledged property leads 

through a better position against the debtor who usually starts to think rationally only 

when pressed by a nearing auction date. 
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Execution Code, Law No. 120/2001, about court executors and execution 

proceedings
30

 is in its present state dates back from 2001. From this year there are two 

parallel laws according to which executable judgements, verdicts and rights are 

enforced. The second is Civic Judicial Code, Law No. 99/1963.
31

 Both Codes represent 

judicial directives that adjust the execution proceedings, governmental and municipal 

supervision, institution and personal capacity of executory authority. According 

to §52 of the Execution Code is the 6
th

 part of the Civic Judicial Code used to maintain 

the adequacy of the execution proceedings. The meaning of the word execution itself 

as taken from a historical point of view is a very classic one; however, the Czech 

legislative body knows from the 1963 execution of a decision
32

. The two sides remain 

the same, obligee and obligor
33

. (SEDLÁČEK, 2011) 

2.3.1 Executor 

 The Executor is an individual qualifying under law, whom the state has 

assigned Executorial Authority. 

 The Executor carries out enforcement and other activities for a fee.  

 Fees, reimbursement of cash expenses, compensation for loss of time during 

the execution process belong to the executor under this law. 

(Zákon č. 120/2001 Sb.) 

Each executor is basically an entrepreneur, therefore they work for profit. 

The main source of profit is the reward of an executor which goes hand in hand with 

the successful enforcement of obligations. We can therefore assume that in financial 

terms the executor defends the interests of the creditors.  

Executorial fees are only paid in cases of successful execution, for more complex 

information see directive 330/2008 The Ministry of Justice. Up to 3.000.000,-CZK 

it is 15%. The Investor must be aware of this especially if the security is not much 
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higher than the debt itself. (330/2008 Sb.Vyhláška o odměně a náhradách soudního 

exekutora) 

 An Executor cannot deny any execution; however he is not obliged to execute. 

If he realizes that the debtor has no means by which to pay he might not work towards 

a successful execution at all. However, we have to understand that there are plenty 

of executions that expire without any success and there are people who have more 

than 20 of such executions brought upon them. Some executors actually refuse to work 

unless a deposit is paid or some additional fee. On the other hand there are executors 

who do not require payment of minimal fees in cases of unsuccessful execution even 

though they are entitled to receive them.
34

  

2.3.2 Execution proceedings in steps 

1. Order of execution of judgement 

a. Motion to execution directive 

b. Appeal to  completion, in case the motion is  insufficient 

c. Release of resolution to execution directive
35

 

i. The path to this execution directive usually takes between 

15 and 60 days. The problem is that the courts usually 

do not adhere to this 30 day time-limit for each step, 

so the time period varies from court to court. 

2. Executor reacts by Execution order 

a. An Obligor can react against an execution by 

i. appealing against the resolution of the execution 

directive 

ii. proposal of execution abortion or postponement 

iii. logical reaction would be compliance with the obligation 

iv. Accusation of prejudice on the part of the executor 

1. Each of these steps except for the 3
rd

 can postpone 

the whole execution proceeding for more than 
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a year and so this can be considered a very great 

risk. 

 

3. If the steps of the obligor are overruled by the court or not used, 

the situation proceeds to execution itself and after a successful 

execution come the distribution proceedings. (SEDLÁČEK, 2011 p. 10) 

(Zákon č. 99/1963 Sb.): 

2.3.3 Execution Title 

The execution title is the key to success as the court does not take into account 

substantive law, because it is covered by the execution title. It defines the subjects. 

It deals with unambiguous obligation that has to be enforced. 

Kinds of execution titles 

- resolutions 

- verdicts 

- compulsory payment orders 

- bills or compulsory payment orders 

- court approved reconciliation  

- notary public deed, execution deed 

- arbitral award 

- and decisions made by public administration 

From the execution titles the exact date is not always clear when the obligation 

is due. Therefore, every such paper has to be approved by a clause of enforcement. 

Another way to receive an enforceable execution title is via an Electronic 

payment order, which was introduced on 1.7.2008 and was supposed to shorten the time 

to get an enforceable execution title. But as the majority of companies and institutions 

started to use this tool, it became even slower than the older, more conservative method.  
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Execution in practice 

Confiscated property has to be sold via auction. Each executor has their auction 

company partner with which they cooperate. Auctions must be published in prescribed 

manner by law. Mainly bigger executorial authorities advertise on the internet, use big 

portals where there is higher demand so that they can get better price. The use of central 

address is new internet server, where all the executors are obliged to post their auctions, 

but in practice they don’t always do it.
36

 Sometimes it is a planned purpose when 

for example the ex-president of the Executorial Chamber of Czech Republic had bought 

an undervalued residence in very suspicious circumstances.  (AOV ČR, 2010) 

 The same problem can be found with the central evidence of execution (CEE) 

based on Execution Code (§ 125 Zákon č. 120/2001 Sb.), where all the executors are 

obliged to send their executable execution for a fee of 60,-CZK and be given a list of 

such executions; however some executors again do not adhere to it. It has happened 

many times that in the property record in the Land  registry, there were 4 or 5 forceful 

executions, the CEE
37

 cleared the exercised persons and 60,-CZK was wasted 

on useless information.
38

 

 Sometimes it even looks as though some executors don’t even want the money 

from the obligor. They are reluctant to inform the obligor how much they actually have 

to pay and on what date. They make a huge fuss when the obligor wants to pay in cash 

and they don’t want to give away papers clarifying that execution has been stopped. 

In practise there isn’t an algorithm or rule according to which executors behave. 

However, recently this situation is improving as trends are becoming more apparent.
39

   

Success of executors  

There is not much information about the success of executorial proceedings. For 

an overview of the results of the activity, an executor can provide the following 

information: 
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 In More than 80% of cases executors have to deal with problems amounting 

to 50,000, - CZK. These are mostly fines imposed by the city police, mobile 

operators or health insurance organisations. 

 Larger events are more time-consuming. For example, the seizure of a house 

can take up to four years as the obligor has wide ranging possibilities 

to postpone it. 

 The Success of large executions is less than 15% 

 Generally, the fresher the obligation is the better chance of recovering the debt; 

the biggest problems come with companies where the obligations are nearly 

impossible to recover. 

 The problem is that it is not difficult to avoid paying and hide property before 

the execution and so the obligees are often unwilling to pay additional charges. 

 Smaller amounts are easier to demand and the percentage of success goes 

up to 60% but problems arise with greater amounts, where the success rate 

drops significantly and it is more economically effective to avoid paying 

an obligation.  

 The worst situation is with companies, where the success rate drops 

to under  7% concerning debt up to  1.000.000,- CZK 

2.3.4 The Execution of a decision according to Civic Judicial Code 

Currently, the execution of a decision according to the Civic Judicial Code rights 

is not so common and as it has already been described in the explanation of judicial lien 

it is mostly used by governmental institutions, insurance companies and the social 

security authority. For an investor it is a useful tool only in cases where speed 

is important, when a debtor tries to dispose of their immovable or tries to process 

an eviction.  

Comparison of execution according to Executorial Code vs. Civic Judicial Code 

The execution of a decision is carried out by a bailiff
40

, who is an employee 

of the court and follows the instructions the judge. In this case the obligee determines 
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the method of execution. The execution of a decision may be ordered only to the extent 

of the justified volume. More satisfying methods can only be chosen if one of them 

would not be sufficient to satisfy the claims of obligee. And if the obligee would 

propose more methods of satisfaction than needed, then the judge would overrule them 

and choose the most optimal one. (Člověk v tísni, 2012) 

An Executor (according to law Court Executor) is a person elected by the state. 

An Executor determines the method of execution himself and can carry 

out the execution by way of their own decision without the need for permission from 

the court. They have many powers of investigation, such as, finding out if the debtor 

has a bank account, its number, if they have access to the central population register and 

so on. (Člověk v tísni, 2012) 

To put this in short if the obligee knows of the account or knows about a house 

or other method of recovering the overdue debt, then they might be better off choosing 

a judicial execution of a decision, if not then an executor is the right choice. However 

it is strongly recommended to choose the executor properly as there are big differences 

and this step cannot usually be taken back without severe financial consequences. 

(Člověk v tísni, 2012) 

Judicial fees 

For the proposal of civic judicial proceedings, when the subject has pecuniary 

obligation: It is above 20.000,-CZK 5% of the obligations. In case 

of electronic payment order it is 4%. Fees of arbitrage vary, but usually are between 

1% and 5% depending on the court and amount sued for. These are the basic fees which 

an investor must take into account.  

The cost of the motion of judicial execution of a decision is 2% from the enforced 

debt. That might be a much smaller amount than the sum that some executors demand 

to start the execution.  (Zákon č. 549/1991 Sb.)       
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Auctions 

The rules of auctions of immovables are described in the Judicial Civic Code, 

Executorial Code and Law regarding public auctions. There are three kinds of auctions; 

voluntary, non-voluntary and executorial. The first one is irrelevant for our purposes.  

The differences between non-voluntary and executorial auctions are not big but they 

are relevant in cases where a lien is used, but the investor needs the final executable 

title. 

Executorial auction according to Judicial Civic Code 

Executorial auction is easier for the investor. Because the executor takes care 

of everything, even if the price of the immovability exercised in the auction is not 

enough to recover the debt, the executor can simply carry out the execution without 

stopping. However, it is more expensive than an executor, who receives, excluding the 

auction cost 15% of the money earned at auction. (EKČR, 2010) 

Execution through auction of immovable 

a) Executorial order to sell the immovable 

b) Resolution on the price of the immovable  based on expert opinion  

a. Starting price is 2/3 of the price in the first round 

b. In the second round it falls to ½ 

c. Beware of the experts  

i. Low reliability 

ii. Often made without entering the actual immovable 

iii. Pre-arranged or crooked pricing 

iv. It is to be witnessed by the executor 

v. Once valid it cannot be changed, which might be problem 

in cases where  prices have subsequently fallen 

c) Collateral is a maximum of ¾ of the minimum price 

d) Final price decided by knock of the auctioneer’s  hammer 

e) Ends with the resolution, knock of the auctioneer’s  hammer 

f) Time limit of surcharge is set at a maximum of 2 months 
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g) Distribution of price between creditors
41

  

a. Comes after the winning price is paid 

h) Summons are sent  to the obligees, obligor, successful bidder and persons 

that sent in applications (KOS, 2011) 

This whole procedure can be affected mainly by the executor and obligor. The Executor 

defines the time limits and the obligor affects the proceeding by not cooperating or not 

picking up his mail. 

Non-voluntary public auction 

The first advantage of the non-voluntary auction according to law on public 

auctions, is that they are usually organised by private companies and that investors 

do not lose influence over the auction. The reason why lien creditors use non-voluntary 

auctions is mainly their speed. Lien creditors can usually recover their funds within 

3 months (compared to the executorial average of 12 months it is vastly advantageous). 

The starting price can fall even in the first round to ½ of the expert’s valuation (the 

expert’s valuation is again more in the hands of the creditor). However, the problem 

is that there must not be an execution over the immovable, the owner has to physically 

receive the auction notice (if he does not receive it then the creditor must choose 

a different form of lien recovery). Another problem arises if during the 2 month span, 

for which the auction has to be advertised, any executor sends an executorial order 

to sell the immovable and then the executor and auctioneer have to agree on further 

proceedings. (ČAD, 2012) (Zákon č. 26/2000 Sb.) 

It is best used if the lien creditor is reasonably sure that the auction will pay all 

of the overdue debt and no further execution proceedings will be needed. 

Distribution proceedings 

Distribution proceedings have its specified categories that are recovered gradually 

and successively (one by one). 
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1. Costs of state proceedings, costs of execution 

2. Debt from hypothec loans 

3. Debt secured by lien, debt secured by lien further down the line  

4. Alimony debts 

5. Debts in the form of taxes, duties, fees and social security 

6. Other debts 

Lower placed groups can be satisfied only if the prior has been recovered fully. Debts 

inside groups are recovered according their chronology.  

2.4 Civic Code and Consumer loans 

The Civic Code adjusts rights, duties, relationships and contracts between citizens 

of the Czech Republic. The Civic Code defines individuals and legal entities. For this 

work it is an especially important part concerning liability and material rights. Most 

of the directives and acts were described in the previous part of the thesis. Therefore 

mainly consumer rights, duties and relationship to the business’ legal entities 

and entrepreneurs are discussed. The reason why this chapter is important is that 

consumers are according to §52 of the Civic Code practically all the individuals selling 

their property that was not a part of their business. 

2.4.1 Consumer 

It is important to understand that a consumer is „an individual who buys products 

or services for personal use and not for manufacture or re-sale. A consumer is someone 

who can make the decision whether or not to purchase an item at the store, and someone 

who can be influenced by marketing and advertisements. Any time someone goes 

to a store and purchases a toy, shirt, beverage, or anything else, they are making that 

decision as an individual consumer“. (CONSUMER, 2012) 

This is Especially true when taking out a loan secured by lien over a property, it is 

usually a consumer loan and must be treated according to special 
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Law No. 145/2010 Code, referring to consumer loans and changes of some laws
4243

 

(Zákon č. 145/2010 Sb.) 

However, as always in the Czech legal system there are plenty of exceptions 

which enhance the space for a shadow economy. These exceptions are stated 

in §2 of the Law on consumer loans. The most abused exceptions by banks and credit 

companies are: 

a) A loan is supplied for the purpose of acquiring a dwelling, when the loan 

is secured by lien and the exact purpose is  

(1) acquisition of ownership rights, settlements of rights or building 

a new household 

(2) payment for dwelling syndicate rights 

(3) changes to the building (connecting to electricity and so on) 

(4) payment of costs connected with the acquisition of a loan in points 

1 – 3 

(5) Finalising payment of the loans in points 1 – 4 

c) supplied without interest or any additional payment 

The problem is that in practice, many companies avoid the law regarding 

consumer loans in the loans that they offer. They put into the contract a sentence stating 

that the loan is offered for a reconstruction of a property upon which the lien is set 

up and the credit company then does not have to follow the consumer loan law. 

The same situation occurs when a credit company for example, lends 10.000,- CZK, but 

they write into the contract 300.000,- CZK and the same amount to be paid in 12 

months. Since the loan is interest free again they do not have to follow the strict 

regulations. Consumers realise the difference if they want to pay the money back in 

advance or even when they just want to pay off the loan. It is hard for them to complain 

because they are already signed-off on contract, so it is obvious that they, as well as the 

credit company, had lied, so they usually surrender to this. The question is why are 

there such ridiculous exceptions in the law? Fair companies who always follow the rules 

will follow them even under the new legislation and cause no harm to the consumer, 
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but those operating on the edge can keep doing it. There is in preparation another 

amendment of the rules concerning consumer loans (KUČERA, 2012) making 

it a stricter environment for the credit companies, but again does not target companies 

operating in the shadows.  The question is, why?
44

 

For the purpose of this thesis loans are only considered, if offered to individuals 

(except for entrepreneurs), according to the law on consumer loans. There are always 

some duties and limits in every deal between an entrepreneur and a consumer and those 

are described later in the theoretical part and even further in the practical one.  

2.4.2 Adequacy and proprieties 

Adequacy and proprieties are terms that are rather vague. Tricky arrangements 

are beyond this work. But what are adequate arrangements and what is beyond the line 

is not easy to understand and even harder to describe.  

The Investor faces the problem of estimating adequacy and proprieties, usually 

in terms of exercised price of a purchase, where the price should not be below half 

of the estimated price in expertise. The judgement of the Supreme Court says that there 

is no support in the law, so this has to be resolved according to the court itself. The 

inadequacy of the price itself is not against proprieties and does not cause invalidity 

of the purchase contract, but only on occasions under which the contract was signed had 

to be considered. (Nevyšší soud České republiky rozsudkem ze dne 31. srpna 2010)
45

 

As such problematic occasions might be considered pressure from the buyer if the seller 

has any kind of psychological handicap (elderly or under drug influence) 

or in complicated life situations (mostly having financial problems).
46

      

Another problem comes with the adequacy of contractual penalisation. 

The problem is not supported by law and has to be solved by the courts one case after 

the next. Approximately ten years ago the interpretation of contractual penalty 

by Supreme Court was unified, but since then it the contractual penalty can be used 
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considerably more safely in the form of a percentage for a specified time limit 

or for any other variable penalty. According to the Supreme Court it is propriety that 

it is the consensus of the majority of society, thus it is something that does not change 

much over time. (HRABEC, 2010) The only almost exact definition of what is beyond 

the line describes a Judgement of Supreme Court from 30.5.2007 that states that 

an adequate penalty is about 0,5% per day , but a penalty of around 1% per day 

is beyond propriety. (Rozhodnutí Nejvyššího soudu ze dne 30.5.2007) 

2.4.3 Consumer loan rules 

On 1.1.2011 an EU directive was implemented regarding consumer loan law. 

Every loan provider now needs to obtain a special licence.  

That not all loans are considered as consumer loans. Loan providers have 

according to the Law on consumer loans, a lot of informative duties. The informative 

duty is significant before settling a contract and extends into the loan period. 

The informative duty also pays for the advertising that in practice led to the 

generalisation of such advertisements. Every applicant must be offered a form in which 

the following pieces of information have to be included: 

 Annual percentage rate of charge
47

 

 Number of repayments and time period 

 Total sum of all repayments connected with the loan 

 Security if needed 

 The Right to back out of the contract within 14 days without penalty 

 No penalty for premature repayment 

 The right to receive a draft of the contract 

In case the loan provider does not offer such information at the pre-contract stage, 

then the right to back out of the contract without penalty lasts until the omission 

is rectified. The same situation is also true with the actual contract. The problem is that 

in this case the provider can claim only the discounted rate of the National Bank, this 

is usually far lower than the interest rate included in the contract.  
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The law about consumer loans does not concern an arbitration clause. 

The problems concerning arbitration are solved by arbitration law. (Zákon č. 216/1994 

Sb.) According to this law the arbitration clause had to be changed to an arbitration 

contract.  
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3 Practical part 

3.1 PomocPro.cz 

The firm was founded in 2008. The firm is led by an entrepreneur Pavel 

Procházka and has no other employees. All supportive services are outsourced. 

The original aim was to  set-up  a small credit company focused on unsecured consumer 

loans of up to 200.000,- CZK offered to clients that do not receive  credit from banks. 

During 2010 the firm started to re-evaluate its strategy and position in the market, this 

re-evaluation showed severe losses due to the low payment moral of its debtors. In 2011 

when the new law regarding consumer loans was introduced, the firm started to focus 

on loans secured by immovables. The contracts and proceedings had been changed from 

the ground up and the strategy remains, although with minor changes the same up until 

today.   

“PomocPro.cz” offers its client a wider range of services such as individual 

bankruptcy management, financial crises management for individuals, real-estate 

services and insurance services. The first two services are mostly offered for free 

as edification of citizens as a part of the campaign.      

Brand name: PomocPro.cz 

Name:   Pavel Procházka 

Business ID:  87185202 

Address:  Boženy Němcové 613 

  Moravský Krumlov, 672 01 

  Czech Republic 

WWW: www.pomocpro.cz  

 

http://www.pomocpro.cz/
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3.2 Case studies 

This part of the thesis uses the theoretical background in the case studies. The case 

studies are sorted chronologically and every single case study is divided into 5 steps:  

 Investment opportunity 

o Here the client’s financial situation, their property description 

and problem introduction is described.    

 Solution proposals 

o An initial proposal of a solution is proposed. 

 Feasibility and risks 

o Every solution has its light and dark sides and these are described 

in this part.  

 Solution chosen  

o The solution that was chosen by the exercised firm in real life. 

 Consequences   

o The impact that such a solution had on the investor and client. 

 

3.2.1 Case study No. 1 – Petrovice u Rájce Jestřebí – overvalued security 

Investment opportunity 

On 21
st
 of December 2008 a client called. She needed 500.000,- CZK 

as is common in this field, she needed it “immediately”. Her husband owned a house 

in the village Petrovice u Rájce Jestřebí which is situated 70 km north of Moravský 

Krumlov
48

. Her Husband had an income of 24.000,-CZK per month and she had 

7.000,-CZK they also had a small 7 month old child. The purpose of the loan was to pay 

off the house.  
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The house was old, 3+1 with a garden on a hill side, the roof was not in good 

shape. The house was not insured. There was a dwelling easement and an enjoyment for 

their 86 year old parents, who lived in the attic.  

The Clients wanted to pay in two payments of 200.000,- CZK in February 2009 

and the rest, 300.000,- CZK in July 2009, thanks to a repayment due from their brother. 

Solution proposal 

The offered solution was a loan of 500.000,- on 2
nd 

of November 2009 and 

planned to pay, firstly on the basis of a bill
49

 212.000,- CZK and on 31
st
 of July 2009 

followed by a second payment of 365.000,- CZK secured by contractual lien. The 

money was offered within two days, 300.000,- CZ on 23
rd

 of December 2008 handed 

over in cash after the signing (of the lien debtor) of the line contract was authenticated   

and 200.000,- CZK on 24
th

 of December 2008 handed over in cash in exchange 

of the bill.  

Feasibility and risks 

One of the risks was bringing such a large amount of money to a stranger’s 

house in the first place. Secondly was the estimation of the value of the security 

and probability of obligation fulfilment. 

Solution chosen  

The solution was introduced before it was concretely chosen, there was for 

security reasons, one more person taken by car to keep the money safe and provide 

witness to any unfortunate action. The loan contract was secured by arbitration clause 

from the Arbitration Court, a wing of the Economic Chamber of the Czech Republic 

and the Agricultural Chamber of the Czech Republic
50

. 
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Consequences 

Everything went according to plan until the debtor’s payment was due. 

Communication was possible only through the wife, who actually was neither a debtor, 

nor a lien debtor. She was making excuses that they would have the money later and 

later. During this time the wife signed another bill of 100.000,- CZK as compensation, 

for the delay. The Inexperienced firm gave them more time; however, it turned out that 

the second payment became overdue so the firm decided to sue the debtor. 

The accusations were delivered to the courts at the end of the August of that year. 

The Arbitration court signed an executable execution title 5 months later and the 

court filed a bill execution title 12 months later.
51

 The execution of the first title started 

at the beginning of December 2009. The other two executions on the bill over the 

husband and wife started in August 2010. From that time until today the debtors wife 

sent one repayment of 10.000,- CZK following a telephone demand made by the firm, 

but the executor JUDr. Petr Jaroš never sent a penny to the obligee except for the money 

attained from the auction of the secured house.  

The problem with the house was that the firm did not appeal fast enough and the 

expert had overestimated its price. The price was set at 770.000,- CZK and the price 

was lowered by only 60.000,- CZK which made the starting price for the auction 

474.000,- which was too high to attract buyers. In the next round the starting price was 

set at 365.000,- CZK which was finally exercised at the end of November 2011, 

the auction price was paid after 2 months. The  distribution proceeding was set for 

March 2012 and 306.000,- CZK was send to the obligee at the beginning of May almost 

3 years after the accusation was sent  to the court. The execution proceedings remain 

in effect, the delegated executor; however, does not make much getting the money back.  

The investment of 500.000,-CZ, the net loss currently stands at 250.000,- CZK. 
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3.2.2 Case study No. 2 – Brno (Slatina) – Judicial despotism 

Investment opportunity 

It was a minor loan opportunity of 30.000,- CZK, the potential debtor owns 

small flat in the city of Brno. The debtor wanted to pay over 60 monthly repayments. 

She proved her solvency by way of ownership of a house. She receives partial disability 

support and has two children. 

Solution proposals 

She was offered a small loan of 30.000,- CZK without direct securement. 

The firm decided upon this according to the fairly good income the client had. 

Feasibility and risks 

The client might have had more creditors and all the income and property would 

not have been enough to satisfy all the creditors. 

Solution chosen 

She was given a loan of 30.000,- CZK without any security. The firm did not 

check with the Central evidence of executions. The contract was secured 

by an arbitration clause by the ACEA. 

Consequences 

The client paid only twice and then started to make excuses and payments 

stopped. The accusation was delivered to court in July 2009 together with another 2 

accusations for the same breaches of the same contract and they were both resolved 

within 5 months. However, in this case the accused, on two separate occasions, two 

hours before the judicial session, excused herself and the arbiters decided to postpone 

the session (four months delay). Even though nobody had made any appeal against 

the accusation and the whole time the court was communicating using the personal 

and business ID of the accuser, the final resolution stated that the accusation was sent 

by an unknown person who identified themselves by their personal ID, but the loan 
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contract was signed by a person identified by their business ID.  As already stated, 

the court had known who the person was and even if the arbiters did not know who 

the accusator was then they were (by the court code) obliged to ask the accusator 

to amend the accusation. Therefore the arbitrator’s resolution was that the accusation 

was appealed by the wrong person and therefore it could not be approved. 

The firm had defended against the arbitrators’ resolution; however, it took 

a further 18 months to manage to abolish the resolution of the ACEA and return 

it to a new arbitrational proceeding. 

In the new arbitrational proceeding the arbitration court nominated the defending 

side a new arbiter, but on the first session the arbiter said that he had prior commitments 

because he was carrying out document keeping during a different proceeding. 

The proceeding was postponed again and even after that another arbiter pulled out 

of the proceedings. 

In August 2012 the proceeding still had not ended. The net loss at this point 

is 55.000,- CZK. 

The problem is that this is the way that 85% of unsecured investments ended. 

Executors never enforced a single penny. Since the year 2010 most of the loans were 

directly tied to the real-estate of the debtor and usage of the ACEA court clauses have 

ceased.  

3.2.3 Case study No. 2 – Brno (Komín) – Entry of a lien 

Investment opportunity 

 It was February 2010 and 25 year old client wanted 125.000,-CZK, he was 

the owner of a 2+1 flat on the 3
rd

 floor. The flat was under reconstruction and 

the estimated price was 1.500.000,- CZK. The client claimed the money within 5 days 

and offered the flat as a security. The purpose of this loan was the purchase of a car. 
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Solution proposal 

 The client was offered the whole amount. The planned schedule of monthly 

payments was 47 x 5000,- CZK (40 % APRC
52

). The money would be offered straight 

after the signing of loan contract and certification of the signing of a lien contract.  

 Feasibility and risks 

 It was easy and relatively risk free in every aspect, the amount of money was 

low, property clean and the client had a good income. 

 Solution chosen 

 The client agreed to the offered solution and received money after certification 

of his signature on the lien contract. 

 Consequences 

 The debtor was sending payments according to schedule, but after 3 weeks came 

a message from the Land Registry that there was a problem with identification 

of the clients share on common rooms tight to the flat. The original motion to entry had 

to be revoked.   

 According to the lien contract and loan contract the debtor has to be helpful 

and cooperative in mending such problems, but this is only a theory and without 

his willingness would be very problematic to recover lien let alone the debt. 

 This time though, the debtor cooperated well and in one week his signature was 

on a new lien contract and was certified. As he was sending money regularly the lien 

creditor did not feel scared and for 6 weeks did not go to Land registry to put the motion 

to entry of real rights on file. During this time the client had a severe car crash and 

decided to sell the property and repay the dept. A few days before the flat was about 

to be sold, the creditor had filed the motion to entry of real rights with the Land 

Registry. Probably there would be no problem with payment from the debtor, but 
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the buyer of the house wanted to finance the purchase by way of a loan from a Building 

Society Association.
53

 
54

  

BSA’s are specific as they differ from banks, never paying out the lien 

of a non-bank creditor. In practise it means that the lien must be removed prior 

to payment from a BSA, this brings with it additional risk and lien creditors usually 

do not undertake such levels of risk willingly. 

The firm decided to receive an additional payment of 20.000,- CZK to remove 

the lien in advance. The level of risk was diminished; the BSA had put its lien upon 

the real property prior the removal.  

The investment of 127.000,- CZK made income of 210.000,- CZK in 10 months. 

However, if made properly, it could bring the same gross profit of 83.000,- CZK 

in a significantly shorter time period. 

3.2.4 Case study No. 4 – Chotěboř – Overconfidence  

At the end of April a new client asked to repay her execution which was 

210.000,- CZK. She was an owner of rights of a flat under cooperative ownership. 

The problem with rights under cooperative ownership is that such rights cannot be 

pledged. The 2+1 flat was old, but in good shape, situated in Chotěboř (9.500 

inhabitants, 15 km from Havlíčkův Brod). The estimated price was approximately 

850.000,- CZK, made by comparison to towns of a similar size and in similar regions.  

The client called in the evening of 19
th

 of April 2011 and requested the money 

the next day at 12 o’clock, due to the fact that she was expecting an executor. This was 

a very tough nut to crack as the distance was approximately 130 km from MK, 

the firm’s base.  
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Solution proposal 

A solution was offered after a brief initial hesitation, it concerned the purchase 

of the flat. The Firm offered 230.000,- CZK and an option to buy back the house 

for 350.000,- CZK within 12 months. The money would be handed to the executor after 

signing a transfer contract. The action was planned at 3 p. m. of the following day.  

Feasibility and risks 

The greatest enemy in this case was time; it put great pressure on acquiring too 

much information in a short time. The first place to acquire such information was 

the central association. There they had received information that there was a debt 

on tenancy of 12000,- CZK. The debt had to be paid prior to transfer; however, 

the amount was not limiting if the firm itself was prepared. 

Another problem could have been a further execution which would have made 

the contract invalid. Thanks to another immovable and CEE this risk was minimized.  

The last large problem was the validity of an option which could be by the court 

considered as a lapse pledge, which is forbidden (Zákon č. 40/1964 Sb.). The problem 

with the low price
55

 is in this case irrelevant, because only the right to use the flat was 

transferred, but not the ownership itself. 

Solution chosen 

The first part of the solution was agreed by the future debtor. The debtor even 

said that she, along with her husband needed 200.000,- CZK more, to enhance their 

business. This negotiation was postponed until after the first amount would 

be borrowed. The execution was paid in cash to the executorial assistant in Chotěboř.  

Three days later the option was aborted, the firm paid 200.000,- CZK more 

and It rendered the flat  into  full ownership of the firm and the flat was quickly 

advertised to be sold at a price of 650.000,- CZK. 
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Consequences 

The purchase ended successfully and according to plan. After 4 days a buyer 

appeared and a meeting was arranged 4 days later with 3 other real estate agencies. 

The first buyer agreed to a price and the firm offered a contract proposal via email and 

negotiated the final prerequisites via mobile phone. This turned out to be a big mistake 

as the negotiator could not react to the excessive requirements (The result was the loss 

of a customer).      

Over the next 4 months only 3 customers showed up although the price was 

lowered to 600.000,- CZK and the profitability of the investment was diminishing. 

It turned out that at the same time in Havlíčkův Brod, there was an on-going 

privatisation of city flats. It was probably the reason why a high quality flat offered 

200.000,- CZK under the second lowest offer and it was not attractive enough 

to generate interest in customers.  

The flat was finally sold for 600.000,- CZK plus 50.000,- for the real-estate 

agency; however, financing became was problematic and from the beginning the whole 

transaction lasted 7 months.  

The investment was 450.000,- CZK and the income of 600.000,- CZK. 

Net profit was 150.000,- CZK over 7 months. If there was more humility on the side 

of the investor, the profit and interest could have been much higher. It pointed 

out the importance of profound knowledge of the environment. 

3.2.5 Case study No. 5 – Perpetual credits 

Investment opportunity 

A well-known business man needed credit amounting to 500.000,-, he was 

an owner of a flat and offered it as collateral. The first was paid back in only two 

months in one amount. The Second loan was for 200.000,- CZK and was again late, 

but was repaid after negotiation. There was a third loan request of 200.000,- CZK; 

the client could not offer the collateral this time, because he had already sold it. 
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Solution proposal 

A six month loan composed of interest payments and one final payment 

of the principal in the end of the 6
th

 month. The interest rate was set at 60% APRC
56

. 

Feasibility and risks 

“No security” is usually an unacceptable risk! This time the firm knew the client 

well and he had a positive repayment history, but the shortage of money the client had 

was clear.  

Solution chosen 

Client accepted the conditions of the loan. 

Consequences 

Every interest payment had to be enforced and picked up personally in cash. 

When the principal was due the client stopped answering their phone and tried to avoid 

meetings as much as possible. The good business relationship had gone. The firm knew 

that the debtor still had some property in their possession; this is why the method 

of waiting and negotiating was chosen. The debtor finally paid the principal together 

with penalties, He paid it 5 months later than planned. Five months of uncertainty 

and stress on the part of the firm. 

A total Investment of 205.000,- CZK with an income of 338.000,- CZK in one 

year. Is in effect 123.000,- CZK profit, a sufficient reward for six months of stress 

and personal execution.  

3.2.6 Case study No. 6 – Řeznovice – Other execution 

In the autumn of 2010 a woman claimed a small 30.000,- CZK loan. She thought 

that the conditions of the loan were fair and she asked if the firm could help her son 

with his debt problems as well.  
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Investment opportunity 

The young man was the owner of the house in picture 4. However, there was 

a lien over this house and the payment of the debt of 300.000,- CZK total had 

to be postponed until the lien on the house had been removed. A curiosity was 

that the lien was written in on the certified paper property list, but was not visible 

in the online version. The lien was removed at the beginning of summer. There was 

no execution upon him at that time. The price of the house in the village neighbouring 

Ivančice was 1.000.000,- CZK. The only weakness was the absence of a garden.
57

 

 

Picture 4: House in Řeznovice 

Solution proposal 

He was offered a loan of 340.000,- CZK to pay off his debts and pay for the cost 

of a loan. The Payment schedule was 120 x 7.400,- CZK. The loan was supposed 

to have been secured by lien and executorial deed. 
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Feasibility and risks 

The process had been standardised and as there was probably not any execution 

due. The second problem was the value of the collateral which was hard to estimate. 

Solution chosen 

The Client accepted the conditions of the loan and it was signed in July 2011. 

Consequences 

The debtor paid the initial 4 payments and then stopped paying in December 

of 2011. Thanks to the weakness of the firm’s control mechanism, a new execution 

on the property list remained unnoticed. The firm gave him the opportunity to repay 

the debt and penalties. The client swore that he had paid the obligations with his 

mother’s help, But instead of using the money to pay he conveniently went missing 

for 14 days. After this time he came home and tried to communicate again with 

the creditor.  

The problem was the execution order on the immovable from the executor JUDr. 

Urban of 137.000,- CZK. This made usage of a fast non-voluntary auction impossible. 

And there the Executor could block the proceedings forever. The debtor was 

unemployed at the time, thus there was nothing to execute. 

There were three options: 

1) To delegate JUDr. Urban by the execution title and sacrifice 15% from 

the successfully enforced money + approximately 30.000,- CZK for an executorial 

auction that might have an unpredictable outcome.
58

 The advantaged of this solution 

is the motivation of the executor, who knows that he is second in line on the immovable 

and probably would at auction receive nothing.
59
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2) To pay out the execution and do a non-voluntary auction
60

 or sell it via 

a real-estate agency. This solution however requires an additional investment with 

expected problematic remuneration. 

3) To wait for the executor to organise the auction or in cooperation with 

the debtor sell the house and repay the additional debts when it is clear that there 

is a solvent buyer. This however means losing money, in that it is paid to remove 

the execution of JUDr. Urban and finding some motivation for the debtor to cooperate. 

The 3
rd

 solution was eventually chosen. By February 2012 the debt had mounted 

up to over 1 million CZK, so the debtor was motivated by the promise that the amount 

of debt over the sale price of the house would be forgiven.
61

 The house was offered for 

a fast sell in February of 2012 for 850.000,- CZK plus 46.000,- provision to real-estate 

agency. The price was very attractive, However, the problem with the property missing 

a garden turned into a nightmare. During the sale period, another execution from JUDr. 

Dalimil Míka from Klatovy of 26.000,- CZK was imposed upon the property.  Finally 

a buyer showed up who was about to have the cash in 2 months to buy the house. 

However, all 3 sides (debtor, creditor and buyer) were scared of further executions, 

so the lien creditor decided to lend 170.000,- CZK
62

 to the buyer to pay off 

the executions and transfer the house to the new owner. The purchase price would then 

be paid directly into his bank account and the risk of new problems arising would 

be diminished. This whole action started on 18
th

 of July 2012 and has been finished 

at the end of August 2012. 

An Investment of 500.000,- CZK and a future income of  880.000,- CZK. Netted 

a profit of 380.000,- CZK in more than a year, although this had been a very time 

consuming investment.  
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3.2.7 Case study No. 7 – Vlasatice (Šumice) – Credibility and social aspects 

Investment opportunity 

A cooperating real-estate agency was trying to sell a house in the village 

of Vlasatice near to the bigger town of Pohořelice.  The Village is situated near the R52 

motorway to Brno. The condition of the house was rather bad, but it needed 

an investment of at least 300.000,- CZK to mend the roof and bring it  to an expectable 

standard.  

The selling price was 900.000,- CZK. There were two owners, a man 

and a woman represented here as A. There were two executions blocking 

the immovable, both from a previous marriage of man A with a woman represented here 

as B.
63

 The first execution of 180.000,- CZK was imposed only upon this house.
64

 

The second execution was of the higher value of 270.000,- CZK and was secured both 

by this house in Vlasatice and a 3+1 flat in the nearby village of Šumice. The problem 

was that the flat was owned by again, a man and woman, represented here as C
65

, which 

was about to be sold at executorial auction in 7 days. That is why pair A hurried to sell 

the house. The approximate price of the flat was 700.000,- CZK. The problems 

in communication between pair A and the rest of the obligors was clear from 

the beginning. 
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Picture 5: Šumice apartment block 

It was impossible to take this house as collateral to the amount of 450.000,- CZK, 

the estimated value by the firm’s expert was 600.000,- CZK due to having only a small 

courtyard and the poor condition of the roof. It was necessary to find another property 

as security. 

 For this purpose there was one suitable property, the flat. The problem was that 

pair C did not feel as though they were obligors, because they were only guarantors. 

They had to be made aware that it was their flat which was in question. 
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Picture 6: Hierarchy 

 Solution proposal 

 They were offered one common solution independently of each other. Both 

solutions were carried out in the first half of September.  

First the execution lying on the flat was paid, the owners received a loan 

of 290.000,- CZK and the execution would be paid in cash at the executor’s office 

in Trutnov. The loan would be secured by the flat and by executorial deed. The debtors 

were only pair C. 

 The second was paid in cash as well but it was not on the basis of the loan, 

but the firm purchased the house for 200.000,- CZK from pair A with a condition, 

saying that in case the house would be sold again, pair A would receive the difference 

between sale price minus 80.000,- CZK, transfer tax and 300,- CZK for every day 

the firm PomocPro.cz held it. This solution was only possible if both sides agreed, 

the agreement which was not directly referred to in the contract was that the firm would 

sell the house as soon as possible. The starting price would be 550.000,- CZK. 

  

Man A 

Woman B 

Man C Woman C 

Man D 

Woman A 
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Feasibility and risks 

 The most threatening risk was that the lien contract was signed in the morning 

and the execution was paid in the afternoon of the same day. If someone would like 

to take the validity of the lien to court it would not have been obvious if the lien would 

survive. 

 The second problem was the contract of purchase, the structure was complicated 

and considering the price, it could be judged as inadequate, because of the situation 

which the seller was in by the time of sale. 

 Solution chosen  

 The clients accepted the conditions of the deal; however there was another 

additional settlement, that in case of successful sale, pair A would pay off their part 

of the debt. This condition was mediated by the firm directly. 

 Consequences 

 As expected the house was hard to sell during the autumn, the cost of heating 

was not high, but there was allot of money to invest in the house. The winter was severe 

and problematic; the roof seemed fragile as well as the danger of water pipes freezing 

and cracking both under and above ground. The price was lowered to 490.000,- CZK 

in January with no satisfactory response from the market. The fact that the house had 

been offered half a year prior for twice the price had a bad effect on potential buyers. 

 During Christmas pair C stopped paying and started promising, they were 

2 became months overdue. The non-voluntary auction was announced and the D-day 

was planned for the end of April. Since then promises and excuses started to escalate, 

but then man D showed up, it was the son in law of pair C. They arrived with a lawyer, 

offered 400.000,- CZK to buy up the debt and started to threaten and play on social 

aspects, unsuccessfully, I might add. The only aspect they had forgotten to mention was 

the problematic lien. The debt at the end of May was 766.000,- CZK. A settlement 

would even have been good for the creditor because of the uncertainty of the sale price 

at auction. The firm was waited for 5 weeks for a better offer, which finally came 
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at value of 563.000,- CZK. It was a sufficient offer. Thanks to this agreement, the firm 

avoided an eviction and maintained its ethical reputation and the other side were able 

to remain in their home.  

Eventually, a buyer was found for the other house in February; however, 

the purchase price was paid at the end of June, thanks in no small part, to the buyer 

having difficulties with banks. The sale price was 470.000,- CZK excluding 

the real-estate agency’s provision. That means that pair A received a payment 

of 90.000,- CZK which was far lower than they had expected and did not pay anything 

to pair C. The wrath of the women in C and B had fallen on the head of the former 

creditor. And the money sacrificed by the sale of debt was useless. 

An original Investment of 510.000,- brought a net income of 930.000,- CZK, 

and made a net profit of 420.000,- CZK in only 8 months.
66

 

3.2.8 Case study No. 8 – Brno (Ponava) – Executor’s differences 

Investment opportunity  

A young man reacted to a letter in May of 2012 and called in the help 

of executor JUDr. Homola, regarding an execution which he inherited from his brother. 

After the first meeting he was advised to pay. Because he was able to pay 3000,- CZK 

and the debt was 67.000,- CZK, paying directly to an executor was more effective 

for him. However, the client returned after 3 months and asked for the loan again, 

because the executor did not want to agree with a sustainable schedule. 

He was an owner of 1+1 flat in Brno Ponava, the value of the flat was far 

sufficient. 
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 Moreover, the owners of the house left a one year old dog (street-mix) in the garden, so our family got 

a new member. 
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Solution proposal 

He was offered a 80.000,- CZK loan, which would be paid directly 

to the executor JUDr. Homola. After the loan would be paid, they would go to sign 

a lien contract and certify the signature.
67

 

Feasibility and risks 

There were no significant risks, only if the client would like to try to escape after 

the payment of execution and try to sell the flat. 

Solution chosen 

Client agreed with chosen solution and was very helpful. 

Consequences 

On the basis of power of attorney the future creditor went to the executorial 

office and claimed information about the execution. The Executor’s employee refused 

to hand out information about overdue amounts and the exact dates. The creditor stated 

that he had to give him the information because he was talking on behalf of the client. 

The Executor said that he would have to leave the original letter in his office; otherwise 

he would not give out any information. The creditor offered the letter of attorney 

to be copied or scanned, but with no result. The employee said that the obligor had 

to clear it with them via phone himself. 

The next day the obligor called and he was told that they could not tell him 

an exact number, because they delegated experts  and couldn’t know if the expert had 

claimed any costs , But that the exact amount could be 67.000,- or 72.000,- CZK 

or somewhere in between. 

 The following Wednesday the creditor together with debtor arrived 

at the executor’s office and wanted to be told an amount that they would pay 

to terminate the execution, they were told that they would pay 67.000,- CZK and would 

have to wait to see if the amount was higher or not. Simply said the execution would go 
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further. The sole purpose of this obstruction was the impossibility to terminate 

the execution before executorial auction. It took 4 hours to make the staff 

in the executorial office terminate the execution. In other words, a person who does not 

have knowledge and experience in this field could not have fulfilled their obligation 

in the eyes of the authority. The other problem not to be disregarded is that if there were 

more executions imposed upon the property, the mission would have failed because 

of the shortage of time. 

An Investment of 80.000,- CZK carries probable future income 

of 280.000,- CZK in ten year time. 

3.2.9 Case study No. 9 – Moravany u Brna - Defrauders 

Investment opportunity 

In April of 2012 the firm received a call from a woman claiming 700.000,- CZK. 

A meeting was set up the very next day. She came in with her Croatian husband. They 

were the owners of a house which was valuable, but under a lien from a bank. 

The situation was also true of their cottage, upon which a lien from one of the biggest 

pawn brokers in the city of Brno had been placed. The interest was rather brutal so they 

wanted to pay-off the debts with another cheaper debt. Unfortunately such action 

needed a special preparation and as they only had 7 days, they were refused.  

The next day they came in again and offered a house in Moravany u Brna, which 

was owned by an elderly mother of the female client. The creditor went to Moravany 

u Brna and explained everything to the elderly woman and her other daughter.  

Solution offered 

They were offered 400.000,-CZK at 30% APRC. They would receive the first 

100.000,- CZK via bank transfer within two days and only after the certification 

of the signature on lien contract. The rest would be handed over in cash at a meeting 

with the executor to acquire an executorial deed. The elderly mother was considered the 

only lien debtor. 
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Feasibility and risks 

It was no special action, the risks were as usual and the creditor did not expect 

any problems. 

Solution chosen 

Even though the clients originally requested the money in cash on same day the 

lien contract was signed, they eventually agreed to the proposal of the firm. 

Consequences 

The contract was signed 25
th

 of April 2012 and the creditor filed a motion and 

entered the  real rights to the Land  Registry. He felt tired in the evening so he said 

to himself that he would send the money in the morning. The next morning just before 

clicking “send” he, by habit, checked if everything was ok, but it wasn’t. There on the 

page stood two active proceedings, one from the creditor and one that had started a few 

hours prior was transferring the right to a different person.  

It was clearly fraud. The creditor called the police and went to Brno to report 

the crime in person. After 2 months the Police disregarded the case without comment, 

only that the investigator had said that it was due to problems inside the family and that 

the creditor just happened to have been in the wrong place at the wrong time.  

The creditor is trying to claim at least what he had invested up to that time 

in civil process. 
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4  Conclusion 

In this part the outcomes from the previous work are explained. Thanks 

to the targeted application of the theoretical background to the practise of real-estate 

market trading. In this chapter there is an outline of a standardised process for investing 

in legally problematic real-estate. In the first part an enhanced procedure for safe 

and profitable investment is introduced and the second describes important 

establishments. In this part, an investor is given the important information they need 

to survive and succeed in the real-estate market. 

4.1 Investment procedure 

4.1.1 Value estimation 

The first and most important step is to estimate the value of the property. 

The Investor should use the help of specialised real-estate agencies, consider 

unemployment rate in the region, scarcity of this specific kind of property in the region 

and both current future regional planning. It is important to forecast the state 

of the property during the time of the investment. The technical state of the buildings 

is especially important in small villages, where the prices of land are not so high. 

The value of the property is a key success factor, because even if some of the following 

steps fail, there is still a strong possibility to minimise loses and make some profit. 

4.1.2 Verification of the legal state of property and client estimation 

The second step is the verification of information received from a client. Never 

trust the client, always believe only the information acquired from third parties 

(use certified information as much as possible). The third parties offering information 

are described in chapter 2.1.1 point 3 of this thesis. 

Be aware that legal status could change in minutes. Especially, when 

the investor has firstly to pay-off debt, they also have to consider the risk of fraud.  
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The client’s potential, his solvency and legal knowledge have to be taken into 

account. This informs the investor on risk estimation and of potential future problems. 

The greater the risk of future insolvency or legal problems the higher the security 

value required. There is a golden rule, that it is better to have 20 investments 

of 100.000,- CZK in 20 different houses, than investing 2 million in one splendid 

chateau.  

4.1.3 Be prepared and stick to a plan 

The investor always has to prepare a feasible plan and stick to it. He cannot 

change it especially not at the client’s request. There might be side interests of the client 

that severely contrast with those of the investor. 

Sign the contracts 

According to the plan, do not forget to sign contracts and letters of attorney, 

because of the unpredictability of executors it is advised to have one certified letter 

of attorney for each execution. Be careful with certifications of signature on the lien 

contract, that according to law cannot be signed earlier than the execution is terminated. 

On the other hand it is important to have the lien signed as it is the only security 

to the investment, according to the Land Registry authorities and in their explanation, 

it is important to take these steps on the same day, but there is still a risk that someone 

can sue during the proceedings in order to revoke the entry.  

The optimum way is to sign the contract together with the debtor, the day after 

the executions are paid and then send a motion to entry of real rights to the Land 

Registry. However, this can bring on more problems than just simply doing it all on one 

day. The way to avoid this is to let the debtor sign the contract and sign it yourself a day 

later or get a letter from an attorney specifically for signing the lien contract. Both ways 

have their problems; however, the risks are minor and usually the court proceeding 
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to remove a lien from the immovable would not help anyone. It is up to every individual 

investor which way is best.
68

  

It is important not to forget any lawful formula, especially in the case 

of consumer loans, which could even result in nullified interest.  

Executions first 

The greatest priority must be given to the “execution of orders” and “directives 

to sell immovables from administrative authorities” and put them into Land Registry. 

These two can make the entry of real rights invalid.  

 Secondary priority is given to the execution of directives which according 

to law do not cause significant problems with an entry.
69

 

A lien can be recovered even after the motion of entry of real right; actually 

it does not have to be paid at all. If the investor doesn’t consider it wise they do not 

affect any of the entries. 

An Investor has to be aware that removing a judicial lien or directive to sell 

immovables from administrative authority can last up to 3 months and he cannot 

effectively dispose of the immovable. The worst risk comes when there are more 

instances of executorial execution scattered around the country, they are sure to put 

stress on the feasibility of the plan and consider the differences between single 

executors, the most suitable days are Monday and Tuesday, because the Land Register 

offices are open till 5 p. m, for example.  

Do not forget to surrender the right to appeal the execution proceeding. It saves 

more than 3 weeks which could otherwise be added to the process. 

Always expect the worst 

An Investor has to be aware that he cannot rely on the courts and should avoid 

the risk of judicial disputes by all means, because they are time consuming, inhibit cash 
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 It is important not to explain such thinks to clients not to give them opportunity to make 

irresponsibility. 
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 Read more in 2.2.5 Records and notes, its functions and effects 
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flow and the results often seen to be in the hands of the gods. It is advisable to use 

an arbitration contract with debtors and lien debtors; however, even a good arbitration 

brings the investor to the executable execution title in 3 or 4 months so it is important 

in cases of loan settle the executorial deeds or the notary public deeds with executability 

clauses. Some Public notaries and even executors include penalties in the deed, but this 

is dangerous as it can make the whole deed invalid. It is safer and usually sufficient to 

include only the sum total of the payment expected and a schedule for repayments. Such 

a deed has to be signed when all the duties of the creditor have been fulfilled.  

There is a question if it is not better to enter in the Land Registry a general 

easement, because there is always a possibility that an owner in financial stress would 

use their easement of dwelling and enjoyment and devaluate the immovable. However, 

the exercised firm does not do it and up to now they have never had a problem. 

Clean the title deed soon 

 An Investor needs an absolutely clean title deed, in case he needs to make 

the debtor sell the property, to put another real right into Land Registry, to sell through 

auction or if they bought it for themselves to dispose of it. 

 Problems with a client 

 The most important thing is to tell the debtor that when they have a problem 

with anything, that they have to call in good time. This helps the creditor in case 

the debtor starts to make excuses. If there is a problem with payment 

or with any of the debtor’s duties and the debtor did not alert the creditor
70

 in advance 

according to an agreement, it is important to send him a brief with his duties and 

penalties for not fulfilling them in it. The exercised firm receives all the penalties 

automatically in cases of breach of contract and do not have to contact the debtor, but 

even though it is better to try to negotiate a settlement and again, avoid auction, 

arbitration, executors, courts or anything damaging whatsoever. This costs time and 

money for both sides and if the debtor is reasonable they will understand.  
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 This always means that they do not give a damn about the loan, so the creditor doesn’t have to feel too 

sorry for them. 
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 In case the settlement does not succeed, there are two procedures: 

 Give the executorial deed to an executor and start arbitration to receive 

the penalties, and then give the Execution title to executor two. 

o The advantage is that no one will step in 

o The disadvantages are that an executor is expensive and the earliest 

possible auction would be in 6 months 

 Organise a non-voluntary auction and try to apply the penalties at an auction 

without arbitration, or go through arbitration and give it to executor afterwards. 

o The advantage is that you can have your money in 3 months, you have 

more control over the auction process and it’s cheaper 

o The disadvantage is that an unknown executor can step in and excessive 

debt has to be given to the executor in any case  

4.2 Contracts 

 In this part vital establishments from contracts that investor cannot skip are 

described. The contracts are included in the original version of this thesis 

in the appendix. For the purpose of this thesis it is considered that the investor will try 

to exercise maximum interest, which in most cases means to give a loan and secure 

it by lien upon the property, which was mostly the case for the exercised firm. 

4.2.1 Consumer loan 

Information about consumer loan
71

 

The first thing that the investor must give to the future debtor is a form with 

information about consumer loans. It has to include all the important information from 

the consumer loan contract.
72

 This information is obligatory to be made available 

for 14 days. 
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 See 2.4.3 Consumer loan rules 
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Consumer loan contract
73

 

1. Object of the contract 

1.1. The object of the contract must be thoroughly specified. It is important to get 

a receipt for the money that had been given to the debtor in cash and take 

a photo of the person with the money.
74

 

1.2. It is advised to take out some insurance against changes in inflation; the world 

is full of surprises.  

1.3. There has to be an Average percentage rate of charge and interest per anum 

and a total sum repaid by the debtor. 

1.4. To defend against payback in 14 days it is important to make a debtor pay all 

of the costs connected with the loan. Because it looks better and a lot 

of customers ask for it, it is advisable not to accept any payments before 

the loan is given. Thus, the exercised firm may enlarge the loan for these costs. 

1.5. It is important to have a signed form from the debtor displaying their debts 

on some additional document in case they try to pretend that the creditor did not 

judge their solvency. 

2. Payments and sanctions 

2.1. In this part of the contract the method of repaying the debt and a debtor’s rights 

to receive full information about his payment is described.
75

 It is best to give a 

full table payments to the client with consumer loan information to make them 

better informed on what they would be signing. 

2.2. One of the most important things is a penalty, the highest might be 0,3% per 

day; however in this case is quite enough to use 0,2% per day and the creditor is 

sure that the penalty cannot be overruled by court as being excessive. It is good 

to specify when exactly penalties are due.  

2.3. The most important penalty is the loss of the right to a payment schedule, which 

makes, for example, a whole 10 years of cash flow due on one pre-defined day. 

2.4. The Penalty for misleading information is hard to use, but it works more 

as a psychological threat. 
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 See Appendix 3 
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2.5. A Debtor must declare that he is not in insolvency or execution except for those 

that form the subject of the contract. 

3. Security 

3.1. In this part it is written that if there is a co-debtor, if the debtor is obliged 

to sign an executorial deed or if there is a lien contract securing the debt. 

4. Withdrawal from a contract 

4.1.  This part has to be done according to the law and in case early debt recovery 

can be made if the creditor wants only 1% of the principal as compensation 

for their additional costs. 

5. Last establishments 

5.1. Here an agreement should be included that the creditor can use the personal 

information of the client and information about the client’s right to appeal 

any problem to the financial arbitration of Czech Republic. 

5.2. Last but not least, is if the debtor has a spouse then it is important to have their 

signature in the contract also, or make them a co-debtor.
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Arbitrage Contract
77

 

An Arbitration contract should be written by the arbitration court to which 

the creditor wants to appeal their claims. According to new rules, it must 

be on a different paper, there it must be specified who the arbiter is, the identification 

of the court, costs and the basic rules of arbitration. There must be an identification 

of the contract to which this arbitration contract was settled. 

4.2.2 Lien contract 

Together with a lien contract, a motion must be filed for the entry of a lien
78

 

this works as a consignment note of the lien contract. The lien entry costs 1000,- CZK
79

 

and there are will even be standardised forms which have to be used when introduced 

in 2013, But still the most used are contractual motions. Together with the motion, 
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 This is the method where by the creditor can claim the debt from the spouse as well. 
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 According to the latest news even removing of the lien will be paid by the same amount that means 

quadrupling prices in one year.   
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duplicates of the lien contact
80

 and one duplicate per side of the contract must be sent 

to the Land Registry. This means that if there are two lien debtors and one creditor, five 

duplicates must be sent. When the Land Registry certifies them it returns them to each 

party in the contract. 

Lien contract
81

 

1. Object 

1.1. It is important to clearly identify the immovables that are pledged
82

. Clear 

identification usually needs some experience; therefore it is better to leave this 

part to a lawyer.
83

  

2. Secured obligation 

2.1. The specification of the obligation that is secured. It must be stated when and 

how much was lent, what the interest is, period of time in which the secured 

penalties may arise and up to what amount they can rise to. 

2.2. It is important to specify that future conditional obligation is secured by this 

lien. This is important in cases of an early termination of a consumer contract 

(in the first 14 days).
84

 (Zákon č. 145/2010 Sb.) 

2.3. The purpose of the lien has to be explained. 

3. Rights and duties 

3.1. The lien debtor declares that they will not transfer ownership to a third person 

without the agreement of the lien creditor. They declare that they will not put 

another lien on their property without the agreement of the lien creditor. This 

is good to put into the contract alongside some kind of penalty, to make you 

more aware of what is happening with the immovable, but it is a problematic 

establishment, that has no support in law. 

3.2. It is important to forbid entry of easements, because these will cut the price 

of the immovable more than half.  For this breach there can be a severe penalty, 

because this causes great harm to the creditor. 
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 Most common problem in lien entry proceeding. 
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 The law says that a contract is terminated even if the consumer does not pay back the loan.  
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3.3. The immovable has to be insured and the insurance performance has 

to be directed to the creditor. There must be a penalty drawn up for breaching 

this establishment. The best way to make such an instalment is, when a creditor 

has an insurance licence, they set up the insurance themselves and thus have 

the best possible control over it. 

3.4. An exemplar penalty must be set up for breaching a contract in subject 

of the contract itself, in case they try to commit fraud.
85

  

3.5. A condition should be mentioned regarding when the lien creditor can use 

the rights from the lien contract. 

4. Cooperation and termination 

4.1. Just to stress the obligation of both sides to cooperate in proceedings with 

the Land Registry. 

4.2. There should be a specification of the conditions under which the lien creditor 

is obliged to remove the lien from the immovable. 

4.3. Furthermore there is the right to sell the original debt and in this case the new 

owner of the obligation has the same right as the initial creditor. 

5. What the sides want 

5.1. In this part includes a simplified request regarding what the different sides 

actually want from the Land Registry. 

6. Last establishments 

6.1. This includes only the number of duplicates and why they are made. 

6.2. Signatures (those of the lien debtors must be certified by a licenced authority.) 
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5 Summary 

It is up to every investor which method they decide to invest in real-estate, but they 

have to be aware that there are  “No” risk free investments and they will not be 

an undoubtfull owner or lien creditor before the clock strikes three, in some cases even 

ten  years after a legal act is initiated. Every style of investment has its advantages and 

disadvantages; today it seems that the greatest boom is in loans. It is apparent that this 

market has already emerged, but still there are a lot of opportunities to acquire 

an advantage. 

The theoretical part of this thesis has given an overview of property laws in Czech 

Republic; it explained the ownership and other relationships to property according 

to Civic Code and described essence of the immovable. The work system of Land 

Register was studied into the debt and put together with specific notes and records that 

are important for investing. The differentiations between Land Register and executors 

and their interpretations of the law were stressed out. 

The problematic of execution legislative, which was core of this work, was 

studied step by step from execution title to execution itself. The problem 

of impossibility of 100% recognition of all of the execution imposed upon one person 

was stressed. That is why there were introduced systems of limiting this uncertainty 

factor almost to zero. The arguments were backed up by examples from practise with 

numbers of successful executions. These numbers stand a fall with the amount of 

property of the debtor; all the systems of auctions and enforcing tools were described as 

well.  

Further the reader was led to consumer part and his support in Civic Code. This is 

particularly important in case of any purchase or loan investment into a real estate 

owned by physical person, a consumer. There are many obstacles and consumer is 

in better position from the legal point of view, but the investor usually overrules him 

thanks to better knowledge. On the other hand the position of the consumer is easily 

abusive.  
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In the practical part the firm PomocPro.cz was introduced. Nine of their 

investments were used as case studies for the purpose of this work. The case studies 

were studied from the initial opportunity to invest over the presumed risks to final 

consequences. There were chosen mostly those problematic issues where it was easy 

to point out the common mistakes. The work shows how dangerous is overvaluation 

of the collateral and underestimation of the rights of 3
rd

 parties hand in hand with 

unreliability of courts. The case studies point out the importance of formal accuracy and 

humility on investor’s side whose lack of self-control can make problems in routine and 

perpetual crediting. It showed how important is keeping credibility and keeping some 

social status for future business even when there are significant problems with 3
rd

 

parties and investor can in a short term lose part of his profit. In the end the case studies 

show the dark side of the business, the bureaucratic authority of some executors and at 

last the deceit of one client.   

The conclusion had one simple but challenging purpose, to provide the reader 

with complex information about optimal investment procedure and point out vital 

establishments of the necessary contracts. It outlines the establishments of consumer 

loan contracts and lien contracts on the exercised property 

This work has given one simplified view on the problems of investing, it cannot 

transfer the tacit knowledge and experience to the reader, but it serves as a guide 

to success in the real-estate market of today.  
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11 Appendixes 

Appendix 1: Information about consumer loan 

INFORMACE O HOTOVOSTNÍM SPOTŘEBITELSKÉM ÚVĚRU 

Poskytovatel úvěru (věřitel): 
Pavel Procházka IČ 87185202, místem podnikání M. Krumlov, Boženy Němcové 613, PSČ 672 01 

Vázanost věřitele touto informací: 14 dní 

Pokud je důvodem neposkytnutí spotřebitelského úvěru výsledek vyhledávání v databázi umožňující 

posouzení úvěruschopnosti spotřebitele, věřitel okamžitě a bezplatně spotřebitele vyrozumí o tomto 

výsledku a sdělí mu údaje o použité databázi. 

Další povinné informace dle přílohy č.2 k zákonu č. 145/2010 Sb. 
Druh úvěru: Hotovostní Celková výše 105.000,- Kč. 

Podmínky čerpání: podpis smlouvy Doba trvání úvěru:120 měsíců 

Výpůjční úroková sazba: 26,49% p.a. , mění se v závislosti na referenční sazbě PRIBOR 6 měsíců a to 

pouze při změně referenční sazby o 3 procentní body a více. Věřitel na změnu musí upozornit 60 dní 

předem. Pozdní platby nemají na výpůjční úrokovou sazbu vliv. 

Celková částka  splatná spotřebitelem: 325.000,-  Kč. 

Denní částka úroku: 76,21,-Kč Roční procentní sazba nákladů RPSN:  43,22% 

  
Výše splátek:2.500- Kč. 

Počet splátek: 120 

Četnost splátek: měsíční 

Poplatky za vedení účtu: 0,- Kč 

Náklady notáře, exekutora, jiné obdobné náklady při uzavření smlouvy:25.000,- Kč 

Povinnost pojištění: není 

Důsledky prodlení: ztráta práva splátek, smluvní pokuta 0,2 % denně z dlužné částky, zákonný úrok z 

prodlení, možnost realizace zajištění, nárok na náhradu nákladů spojených s vymáháním dluhu 

Zajištění: Zástava nemovitosti, exekutorský zápis, přistupitel 

Právo na odstoupení: lze odstoupit od smlouvy o hotovostním spotřebitelském úvěru do 14-dní od 

podpisu smlouvy za podmínky, že spotřebitel bez zbytečného odkladu, nejpozději do 30 dnů ode dne 

odeslání odstoupení, vrátí jistinu (celkovou výši úvěru) a dále úrok ve výši, na kterou by věřiteli vznikl 

nárok, pokud by k odstoupení od smlouvy nedošlo, a to za období ode dne, kdy byl úvěr čerpán, do dne, 

kdy je jistina splacena. 

Právo na předčasné splacení: lze splatit zcela nebo z části předčasně. Věřitel má právo na náhradu 

nákladů ve výši 1 % z předčasně splacené části celkové výše spotřebitelského úvěru, přesahuje-li doba 

mezi předčasným splacením a sjednaným koncem spotřebitelského úvěru jeden rok, činí li-méně, pak 

0,5 %. 

Spotřebitel svým podpisem potvrzuje, že zde uvedené informace přečetl a bylo mu poskytnuto náležité 

vysvětlení, aby byl schopen posoudit, zda navrhovaná smlouva, ve které se sjednává spotřebitelský úvěr a 

jejíž návrh obdržel, odpovídá jeho potřebám a finanční situaci.  

V Ivančicích dne ……………………………     . 

Identifikace spotřebitele:   

výše úvěru 105 000 Kč                      

14 000 Kč             vyplacení exekucí

200 Kč                  LV 

6 160 Kč               Smluvní podklady

1 000 Kč               kolek 

3 520 Kč               exekutorský zápis

120 Kč                  ověření podpisů

25 000 Kč             celkem 2 500,00 Kč                

Periodicita splátek je měsíční

Modelový příklad

rpsn

43,22%

počet splátek

120

Výše splátky

p.a. kalendář

26,49%



 

Appendix 2: Consumer loan contract 

Pavel Procházka, IČ 87185202, místem podnikání Moravský Krumlov, Boženy Němcové 613, 

PSČ 672 01 

(dále i jen jako „věřitel“), 

…………………………………………….. 

(dále i jen jako „spotřebitel“ )a 

……………………………………………….. 

(dále i jen jako „přistupitel“ ) 

 

tímto uzavírají dle zákona č. 145/2010 Sb., o spotřebitelském úvěru, tuto 

 

SMLOUVU O HOTOVOSTNÍM SPOTŘEBITELSKÉM ÚVĚRU 

 

I. 

Předmět smlouvy 
 

1. Věřitel se zavazuje poskytnout spotřebiteli jako dlužníkovi hotovostní úvěr v celkové výši 

105.000,- Kč. Věřitel se zavazuje poskytnout spotřebiteli tuto částku nejpozději do 10 dnů od 

podpisu smlouvy, a to tak, že uhradí dlužnou částku exekuci č. 103 Ex 65126/2011 -14 u 

Exekutorského úřadu Přerov soudního exekutora JUDr. Vrány v hotovosti. Zbylou částku 

poskytne bezprostředně před sepsáním exekutorského zápisu Judr. Petr Kociána. kterou 

spotřebitel neprodleně uhradí svoje dluhy uvedené ve formuláři č. 222 tak, že jí zůstanou dluhy 

pouze u GE Money bank, které již bude schopna splácet. 

 

2. Smluvní strany se dohodly na tom, že výpůjční úroková sazba bude činit: 26,49 % p.a. Dále 

si dohodly, že věřitel je oprávněn tuto sazbu navýšit, a to i opakovaně, o tolik procentních bodů, 

o kolik se po podpisu této smlouvy navýší výše referenční sazby „PRIBOR 6 měsíců“ 

zveřejňovaná Českou národní bankou za předpokladu, že toto navýšení bude větší než tři 

procentní body. Dojde-li následně ke snížení referenční sazby „PRIBOR 6 měsíců“ 

zveřejňované Českou národní bankou o více než 3 procentní body, zavazuje se věřitel provést 

snížení výpůjční úrokové sazby o tolik procentních bodů, o kolik se výše referenční sazby 

„PRIBOR 6 měsíců“ snížila. Výpůjční úroková sazba zvýšená, popř. snížená dle tohoto 

odstavce bude základem pro zvýšení popř. snížení této sazby při každé další změně sazby 

„PRIBOR 6 měsíců“. Věřitel se zavazuje spotřebitele písemně informovat o všech změnách 

výpůjční úrokové sazby s alespoň 60ti denním předstihem. Změna sazby bude účinná od 

prvního dne kalendářního měsíce následujícího po uplynutí 60ti denní lhůty dle předchozí věty. 

 

3. Smluvní strany se dohodly na tom, že výpůjční úroková sazba bude činit:   26,49 % p.a., tato 

sazba se v případě opožděných plateb nemění. Roční procentní sazba nákladů  (RPSN) činí :   

43,22% a celková částka  splatná spotřebitelem činí : 325.000,-  Kč. RPSN je stanovena v 

souladu s  ustanovením § 10 a části I. Přílohy č.5 k zákonu č. 145/2010 Sb. a bez dodatečných 

předpokladů dle části II. téže přílohy. 

 

4. Částka úroku splatná za každý den trvání úvěru pro případ odstoupení spotřebitele od 

smlouvy činí  : 76,21,-Kč 

 

5. Spotřebitel se zavazuje uhradit věřiteli při podpisu poplatek za vyplacení exekuce ve výši 

14.000,- Kč, správní poplatek za vklad zástavního práva do katastru nemovitostí ve výši 1.000,-

Kč, náklady na vyhotovení exekutorského zápisu 3.520,-Kč, ověření podpisů ve výši klepnutím 

sem zadejte text,-Kč, vyhotovení smluvních podkladů ve výši 6.160,-Kč a vyhotovení LV 200,-

Kč a ověření podpisů ve výši 120,- Kč. 



 

 

6. Spotřebitel se zavazuje, že použije prostředky získané tímto úvěrem výhradně 

k neprodlenému vyplacení všech stávajících úvěrů dlužníkem čestně uvedených a podepsaných 

ve formuláři „Form 222“, který je přílohou a nedílnou součástí smlouvy. Zůstanou mu pouze 

úvěry u GE Money bank. 

 

II. 

Splatnost, sankce 

 
1. Spotřebitel se zavazuje vrátit věřiteli poskytnutý úvěr včetně příslušenství tak, že po dobu 

120 měsíců, počínaje 31.5.2012 bude vždy nejpozději do posledního dne příslušného měsíce na 

účet věřitele č. účtu :2700155037/2010 pod variabilním symbolem 365718405 zasílat měsíční 

splátky ve výši 2.500,- Kč. Celkem tak spotřebitel zaplatí věřiteli  120  splátek po 2.500,- Kč. 

Bez ohledu na případné označení splátky, bude každá platba od spotřebitele přiřazena na 

nejdříve splatnou splátku. 

 

Spotřebitel má právo obdržet kdykoli bezplatně výpis z účtu v podobě tabulky umoření, a to do 

30 dní od okamžiku žádosti spotřebitele o jeho poskytnutí, přičemž povinnost věřitele 

poskytnout výpis je splněna i ve formě jejího odeslání elektronickými prostředky, nebude-li 

dohodnuto jinak. 

 

2. Pro případ prodlení spotřebitele s platbami, ke kterým se touto smlouvou zavázal, si smluvní 

strany sjednaly smluvní pokutu ve výši 0,2 % denně z dlužné částky. Ta samá sankce bude 

uplatňována, pokud se spotřebitel dopustí jakéhokoli jiného hrubého porušení této smlouvy 

zejména pak za porušení povinností v článku III. odst. 1. bodech a/, b/ a c/. 

 

3. V případě, že se spotřebitel dostane do prodlení se zaplacením splátky delším než 20 dnů, 

stanou se ke dni následujícímu po uvedeném dni (tj. k 21 dni prodlení) splatné všechny dosud 

neuhrazené splátky.  

 

4. Spotřebitel má právo zcela nebo z části splatit úvěr předčasně. Dojde-li k předčasnému 

splacení, je spotřebitel oprávněn písemně požádat o poměrné snížení celkových nákladů úvěru. 

Na základě žádosti spotřebitele vypočte věřitel poměrné snížení celkových nákladů úvěru dle 

skutečných úhrad a spotřebiteli vypočtený rozdíl vrátí na jeho bankovní účet do 60 dnů od 

úhrady poslední splátky.  Smluvní strany se výslovně dohodly, že věřitel má v případě 

předčasného splacení úvěru právo na náhradu nákladů ve výši 1 % z předčasně splacené části 

celkové výše spotřebitelského úvěru, přesahuje-li doba mezi předčasným splacením 

a sjednaným koncem spotřebitelského úvěru jeden rok. Není-li tato doba delší než jeden rok, 

činí výše náhrady nákladů 0,5 % z předčasně splacené části celkové výše spotřebitelského 

úvěru, přičemž náhrada nákladů nepřesáhne částku úroku, kterou by spotřebitel zaplatil za dobu 

od předčasného splacení do skončení spotřebitelského úvěru. 

 

5. V případě prodlení spotřebitele s úhradou jakékoliv dlužné částky náleží věřiteli dále roční 

zákonný úrok z prodlení z dlužné částky ve výši, která v každém jednotlivém kalendářním 

pololetí trvání prodlení odpovídá v procentech součtu čísla 7 a výše limitní sazby pro 

dvoutýdenní repo operace České národní banky vyhlášené ve Věstníku České národní banky a 

platné vždy k prvnímu dni příslušného kalendářního pololetí.  

 
6. V případě, že se ukáží nepravdivé informace, které spotřebitel věřiteli poskytl při sjednávání 

úvěru, vztahující se k jeho majetkovým poměrům, zavazuje se spotřebitel uhradit věřiteli 

smluvní pokutu ve výši 30.000,- Kč. 

 



 

7. V případě, že spotřebitel označí chybně svoji platbu variabilním symbolem, nebo ji neoznačí 

vůbec, zavazuje se spotřebitel uhradit věřiteli smluvní pokutu ve výši 500,- Kč. 

 

8. Dlužník dále prohlašuje, že ke dni podpisu této smlouvy není jeho osoba vedena v exekučním 

řízení jako povinný, nenachází se v úpadku ani na něj nebyl podán insolvenční návrh. 

  

III. 

Zajištění 

 

1. Úvěr se poskytuje s následujícím zajištěním: 

 

a/ Smluvní strany se dohodly na tom, že závazek spotřebitele splatit věřiteli poskytnutý úvěr 

bude zajištěn zástavním právem, a to na základě zástavní smlouvy na náklady dlužníka, ve které 

bude věřitel vystupovat jako zástavní věřitel, spotřebitel jako zástavní dlužník a zástavce, popř. 

bude zástavcem třetí osoba. Spotřebitel se zavazuje k součinnosti před katastrálním úřadem a je 

si vědom, že opačné jednání bude považováno za hrubé porušení této smlouvy a hrozí 

spotřebiteli sankce dle článku II. odst 2 této smlouvy. 

 

b/ Smluvní strany se dále dohodly na tom, že na náklady dlužníka sepíší exekutorský zápis s 

doložkou přímé vykonatelnosti, jehož obsahem bude závazek věřitele splatit věřiteli poskytnutý 

úvěr. Spotřebitel se zavazuje k součinnosti s věřitelem a exekutorem při jednání vedoucím 

k sepsání tohoto zápisu a je si vědom, že opačné jednání bude považováno za hrubé porušení 

této smlouvy a hrozí spotřebiteli sankce dle článku II. odst 2 této smlouvy. 

 

c/ Přistupitel……………………………………, tímto dle ust. § 533 zákona č. 40/1964 Sb., 

občanský zákoník, přistupuje na straně spotřebitele ke všem závazkům zákazníka vyplývající 

z této smlouvy o úvěru a zavazuje se, že splní za spotřebitele jeho peněžité závazky vůči věřiteli 

vyplývající z této smlouvy, a to včetně pohledávky společnosti věřitele za spotřebitelem 

spočívající v nároku na zaplacení poplatků, výloh a smluvních sankcí vzniklých na základě této 

smlouvy. Přistupitel tento závazek přistupitele přijímá. 

IV. 

Odstoupení od smlouvy 

 

Spotřebitel může od této smlouvy bez uvedení důvodů písemně ve formě doporučeného dopisu 

odstoupit, a to ve lhůtě 14-ti dnů ode dne uzavření této smlouvy. Došlo-li k odstoupení od 

smlouvy, je spotřebitel povinen věřiteli bez zbytečného odkladu, nejpozději do 30 dnů ode dne 

odeslání oznámení o odstoupení věřiteli, vrátit jistinu úvěru. Spotřebitel je povinen zaplatit 

věřiteli i úrok ve výši, na kterou by věřiteli vznikl nárok, pokud by k odstoupení od smlouvy 

nedošlo, a to za období ode dne, kdy byl úvěr čerpán, do dne, kdy je jistina splacena, a to 

nejpozději do 3 dnů od okamžiku, kdy došlo k splacení jistiny úvěru, nebyl-li úrok splacen 

současně s vrácenou jistinou. V případě prodlení s vrácením dlužné jistiny a úroku, zavazuje se 

spotřebitel zaplatit věřiteli vedle zákonného úroku z prodlení z dlužné částky i smluvní pokutu 

dle článku II. odst. 2. této smlouvy. 
V. 

Závěrečná ustanovení 

 
1. Spotřebitel (přistupitel) tímto prohlašuje, že souhlasí se všemi shora uvedenými podmínkami 

a že smlouva odpovídá jeho pravé a svobodné vůli a že případné odchylky od návrhu smlouvy, 

který v návaznosti na informace o spotřebitelském úvěru převzaté od věřitele v dostatečném 

předstihu, obdržel od věřitele, obsahuje předchozí odstavec této smlouvy. Spotřebitel 

(přistupitel) ve smyslu ust. § 13c odst. 1 písm. c) zák. č. 133/2000 Sb. uděluje věřiteli souhlas 

s využitím rodného čísla, a to za účelem jeho využívání ve smyslu výše uvedeného zákona č. 

133/2000 Sb., tedy za účelem shromažďování, vedení či zpracování jiným způsobem. Věřitel 



 

dále tímto informuje spotřebitele o tom, že spotřebitelské spory mohou být řešeny v případech 

předvídaných zákonem č.229/2002 Sb. před finančním arbitrem a že dozor nad dodržováním 

zákona o spotřebitelském úvěru vykonává Česká obchodní inspekce. Tato smlouva může být 

ukončena dohodou a způsoby sjednanými shora. Smlouva zaniká úplným, a to i předčasným, 

splacením půjčky včetně příslušenství a případné smluvní pokuty. 

 

3. Tato smlouva je vyhotovena ve čtyřech stejnopisech, z nichž jeden obdrží spotřebitel, jeden 

přistupitel a dva věřitel.  

 

V …………………………………………. dne ………………………………..         

 

 

Věřitel 

 

 

….................................... 

 

 

 

…………………..   ………..………….…..           

Spotřebitel         Přistupitel  



 

 

Appendix 3: Payment schedule table example 

 



 

Appendix 4: Arbitrage Contract 

 (dále i jen jako „věřitel“) a 

(dále i jen jako „spotřebitel“ ) 

a 

(dále i jen jako „přistupitel“ ) 

 

tímto uzavírají dle zákona č. 216/1994 Sb., o rozhodčím řízení, tuto 

 

ROZHODČÍ SMLOUVU  
 

Věřitel, spotřebitel se výslovně dohodli, že veškeré spory vznikající ze smlouvy o hotovostním 

spotřebitelském úvěru z 30.4.2012 a v souvislosti s ní budou projednávány a rozhodovány s vyloučením 

pravomoci obecných soudů s konečnou platností  v rozhodčím řízení před rozhodcem, kterým bude 

žalobcem určen Mgr. Miloš Švanda, IČ: 63597471  nebo JUDr. Ing. Petr Vašíček, IČ:73843971, přičemž 

spor je oprávněn projednat a rozhodnout ten rozhodce, jemuž doručí žalobce do sídla České asociace pro 

arbitráž, s.r.o., IČ: 27688798, návrh na zahájení rozhodčího řízení nebo který bude jako rozhodce určen 

žalobcem v návrhu na zahájení rozhodčího řízení doručeném České asociaci pro arbitráž, s.r.o. (dále jen 

„společnost“) Smluvní strany se ve smyslu § 19 odst. 1 zákona č. 216/1994 Sb. dohodly, že rozhodčí 

řízení se zahajuje na návrh doručený do sídla společnosti, kam se doručují i veškerá ostatní podání a 

písemnosti určené jmenovanému rozhodci. Poplatek za rozhodčí řízení činí 3% z uplatněného peněžitého 

plnění plus DPH, minimálně však částku 5.000,- Kč bez DPH. Rozhodce je povinen žalovaného 

usnesením vyzvat, aby se ve lhůtě 10-ti dnů ode dne doručení usnesení písemně vyjádřil ve věci samé k 

žalobě, kterou rozhodce k usnesení připojí s tím, že žalovaný je povinen uvést, zda nárok uplatněný v 

žalobě uznává, popř. zda nárok uznává jen zčásti. Uzná-li žalovaný nárok, rozhodne rozhodce na tomto 

základě o věci samé (o její části) rozhodčím nálezem. Jestliže se žalovaný bez vážného důvodu ve věci 

samé ve stanovené lhůtě písemně nevyjádří a ani ve stanovené lhůtě rozhodci nesdělí a neprokáže, jaký 

vážný důvod mu v tom brání, bude mít rozhodce za to, že nárok, který je proti žalovanému žalobou 

uplatňován, žalovaný zcela uznává. Rozhodce pak ve věci samé bez dalšího rozhodne rozhodčím 

nálezem. Smluvní strany se dále dohodly, že spor bude rozhodován zásadně bez ústního jednání, na 

základě písemných důkazů předložených stranami. O místě a čase případného ústního jednání rozhoduje 

rozhodce. Rozhodnutí (usnesení, rozhodčí nález) nemusí být odůvodněno, jestliže je jím upravováno 

pouze vedení řízení nebo se jedná o spor, jehož hodnota nepřesahuje částku 100.000,- Kč. Písemnosti 

doručuje rozhodce stranám sporu na adresu uvedenou v dokumentu, jímž byla založena pravomoc 

rozhodce k projednání a rozhodnutí sporu, popř. na adresu, kterou účastník řízení uvedl jako pro 

doručování. Rozhodce je dle svého uvážení oprávněn doručovat písemnosti také na adresu, na níž se 

žalovaný dle zjištění rozhodce zdržuje. Veškeré písemnosti doručuje rozhodce doporučeně do vlastních 

rukou s 10-ti denní úložní lhůtou. Jestliže si adresát nevyzvedne písemnost ve lhůtě 10-ti dnů ode dne, 

kdy byla uložena, považuje se písemnost za doručenou posledním dnem této úložní lhůty. Bylo-li 

obsahem zásilky doručené uložením stanovení lhůty k uplatnění procesních práv, považuje se tato lhůta za 

uplynulou nejpozději vhozením písemnosti do schránky adresáta příp. vrácením písemnosti společnosti. 

 

 

V Ivančicích dne ………………… 

 

 

…............................................... 

Věřitel 

 

………………………………….  ………..………….…..  ……………………..…  

Spotřebitel                 Přistupitel  



 

Appendix 5: Motion to Entry of a lien 

Katastrální úřad pro Jihomoravský kraj 

KP Brno-Venkov 

        V Ivančicích dne 21.5.2012 

  

 

Věc: Návrh na vklad zástavního práva k nemovitostem 

 

Podle ustanovení § 4 zákona č. 265/1992 Sb., předkládáme nadepsanému Katastrálnímu úřadu, 

návrh na vklad zástavního práva k nemovitostem podle smlouvy o zřízení zástavního práva k 

nemovitosti, kterou uzavřeli dne 30.4.2012 účastníci řízení: 

 

Pavel Procházka RČ: 851005/5213 bytem Boženy Němcové 613, Moravský Krumlov 672 01 

zástavní věřitel,  

 

……………………………………………………………………………………… zástavce  

a ……………………………………………………………………………………… zástavce  

 
Zástavci, paní ……………… a pan ………………, prohlašují, že je na základě Smlouvy o 

převodu nemovitosti RI ……………… kupní ze dne ………………, každý výhradním 

vlastníkem ideální jedné poloviny těchto nemovitostí zapsaných u katastrálního úřadu pro 

Jihomoravský kraj, katastrální pracoviště Brno-Venkov, Obec Ivančice, katastrální území 

Letkovice 655830 zapsaných na LV č. …………, 

- budova č.p. ……, v části obce Letkovice, způsob využití bydlení, postavená na 

parcele stavební č. …………… 

- pozemku, parcele stavební č. ………… druh pozemku zastavěná plocha a nádvoří 

- pozemku, parcele ………… druh pozemku orná půda 

 

 

S ohledem na shora uvedené skutečnosti navrhujeme, aby nadepsaný Katastrální úřad rozhodl o 

vkladu zástavního práva ve prospěch zástavního věřitele na základě shora uvedené zástavní 

smlouvy.  

 

zástavní věřitel:                                                       zástavce:  

 

………………………………………   …………………………………                 

Pavel Procházka                                                    

 

zástavce: 

 

       ……………………………………… 

Přílohy k návrhu: 

- 5 x zástavní smlouva 

- kolková známka v hodnotě 1000,- Kč 



 

Appendix 6: Lien Contract 

Níže uvedeného dne, měsíce a roku uzavřely dále označené smluvní strany: 

 

1. Pavel Procházka RČ: 851005/5213 

bytem Boženy Němcové 613, Moravský Krumlov 672 01 

na straně jedné (dále jen zástavní věřitel) 

a 

2.  
na straně druhé (dále jen zástavci)  

tuto: 

SMLOUVU O ZŘÍZENÍ ZÁSTAVNÍHO PRÁVA 

ke smlouvě O HOTOVOSTNÍM SPOTŘEBITELSKÉM ÚVĚRU 

I. 

Předmět zástavy 

 

Zástavci, paní ……………… a pan ………………, prohlašují, že je na základě Smlouvy o 

převodu nemovitosti RI ……………… kupní ze dne ………………, každý výhradním 

vlastníkem ideální jedné poloviny těchto nemovitostí zapsaných u katastrálního úřadu pro 

Jihomoravský kraj, katastrální pracoviště Brno-Venkov, Obec Ivančice, katastrální území 

Letkovice 655830 zapsaných na LV č. …………, 

- budova č.p. ……, v části obce Letkovice, způsob využití bydlení, postavená na 

parcele stavební č. …………… 

- pozemku, parcele stavební č. ………… druh pozemku zastavěná plocha a nádvoří 

- pozemku, parcele ………… druh pozemku orná půda 

 

Shora označené nemovitosti dále jen: „Nemovitosti“ 

 

II. 

Zajištěná pohledávka 
 

1. Zástavní právo se zřizuje k zajištění pohledávek zástavního věřitele za zástavcem 

vyplývajících ze Smlouvy o hotovostním spotřebitelském úvěru uzavřené mezi zástavním 

věřitelem a zástavcem dne 30.4.2012 ve výši =105.000,-Kč s příslušenstvím. Zástavci se ve 

smlouvě o hotovostním spotřebitelském úvěru  zavázali poskytnutý úvěr ve výši 105.000,-Kč 

vrátit v pravidelných splátkách do 30.4.2022. 

 

2. Zástavní právo zřízené touto smlouvou zajišťuje závazek dlužníka zaplatit řádně a včas jistinu 

úvěru uvedeného v čl. II odst. 1. této smlouvy, jakož i sjednaný úrok ve výši 26,49 % p.a., a 

úroky z prodlení vzniklé nezaplacením řádně a včas. 

 

3. Dále zástavní právo zřízené touto smlouvou zajišťuje i budoucí podmíněnou pohledávku 

zástavního věřitele odpovídající sjednaným smluvním pokutám dle smlouvy o hotovostním 

spotřebitelském úvěru, a to až do celkové výše 900.000,- Kč, které mohou vznikat od 30.4.2012 

do 31.5.2027. 



 

III. 

Zřízení zástavního práva k Nemovitostem 

 

K zajištění celkové pohledávky zástavního věřitele vůči zástavcům, a to půjčené peněžní částky 

dle smlouvy o hotovostním spotřebitelském úvěru ze dne 30.4.2012 ve výši 105.000,-Kč 

s příslušenstvím, tj. dohodnutým úrokem z půjčky a případných smluvních sankcí, tj. smluvní 

pokuty, zřizuje zástavce tímto zástavní právo k Nemovitostem uvedeným v čl. I. této smlouvy. 

Zástavní věřitel touto smlouvou zřízené zástavní právo, za podmínek v této smlouvě uvedených, 

ve svůj prospěch přijímá. 

 

IV. 

 

1. Zástavci se zavazují, že bez písemného souhlasu zástavního věřitele nepřevedou Nemovitosti 

uvedené v čl. I. této zástavní smlouvy do vlastnictví jiného. Zástavci se zavazují nezřídit ve 

prospěch třetí osoby bez předchozího písemného souhlasu zástavního věřitele k Nemovitostem 

uvedeným v čl. I. této smlouvy jakékoliv další zástavní právo a vůbec nečinit nic, co by snížilo 

hodnotu předmětu zástavy anebo ztížilo případné využití práva zástavního věřitele na 

uspokojení jeho pohledávek za zástavci z výtěžku zpeněžení předmětu zástavy. 

 

2. Zástavci se dále zavazují nezřídit k Nemovitostem uvedeným v čl. I této smlouvy bez 

písemného souhlasu zástavního věřitele právo odpovídající věcnému břemeni ve prospěch třetí 

osoby a neuzavřít smlouvu o nájmu Nemovitostí nebo kterékoliv z Nemovitostí uvedených v čl. 

I. této smlouvy se třetí osobou, pokud by doba nájmu měla přesahovat dobu splatnosti 

pohledávky uvedené v čl. II. 

 

3. Zástavci jsou povinni po celou dobu trvání zástavní smlouvy mít Nemovitosti, které jsou 

předmětem této zástavní smlouvy, pojištěné na hodnotu znovuzřízení (tzv. nová cena či 

reprodukční hodnota), a to proti požáru, výbuchu, úderu blesku, pádu letadla, záplavě, povodni, 

pádu stromu, vichřici, záplavě vodou z vodovodního potrubí a provést vinkulaci pojistného 

plnění ve prospěch zástavního věřitele s právem zástavního věřitele k přijetí pojistného plnění v 

případě pojistné události. Doklad o pojištění a vinkulaci pojistného plnění se zástavce zavazuje 

předložit zástavnímu věřiteli do 30 dní po podpisu této smlouvy. Zástavci jsou povinni alespoň 

jednou ročně zástavnímu věřiteli prokázat, předložením potvrzení o trvání pojištění 

předmětných nemovitostí, nejpozději k 1.4. příslušného roku, že Nemovitosti  jsou pojištěny. 

Pro případ porušení povinnosti zástavce sjednaných v tomto odstavci, je zástavce povinen 

zástavnímu věřiteli uhradit smluvní pokutu ve výši 40.000,- Kč splatnou do deseti dnů od 

porušení povinnosti prokázat zástavnímu věřiteli existenci výše uvedených pojištění, a v případě 

povinnosti zřízení vinkulace pojistného plnění, splatnou do deseti dnů od porušení povinnosti 

doložit zástavnímu věřiteli ve sjednané lhůtě provedení vinkulace pojistného plnění. 

 

V. 

 

1. Pro případ porušení jednotlivých závazků zástavce uvedených v čl. IV odst. 1. této smlouvy 

se sjednává smluvní pokuta pro každý jednotlivý případ ve výši 30.000,-Kč splatnou 

automaticky do deseti dnů od porušení. Tuto smluvní pokutu lze uplatnit i opakovaně.  

 

2. Pro případ porušení jednotlivých závazků zástavce uvedených v čl. I a čl. IV odst. 2. této 

smlouvy se sjednává smluvní pokuta pro každý jednotlivý případ ve výši 100.000,-Kč splatnou 

automaticky do deseti dnů od porušení. Tuto smluvní pokutu lze uplatnit i opakovaně.  

 

 

 

 



 

VI. 

 

V případě, že zástavce, resp. subjekt, na kterého závazky přejdou, nesplní své závazky 

v termínu jejich splatnosti, je zástavní věřitel oprávněn podat návrh na zpeněžení zástavy ve 

veřejné dražbě nebo soudním prodejem zástavy, a z výtěžku prodeje se uspokojit do výše svého 

nároku. 

 

VII. 

 

1. Strany se zavazují poskytnout si vzájemně úplnou součinnost v řízení před katastrálním 

úřadem, zejména doložit potřebné doklady a podání za účelem vkladu této zástavní smlouvy 

do katastru nemovitostí. 

 

2. V případě postoupení či přechodu touto smlouvou zajišťované pohledávky na jiný subjekt 

vstupuje nový věřitel do všech práv a povinností zástavního věřitele Pavla Procházky. Stejně tak 

vstupuje každý nový nabyvatel Nemovitostí specifikovaných v čl. I. této smlouvy, na kterého 

přejde jejich vlastnictví, do všech práv a povinností, které mají zástavci na základě této smlouvy. 

 

3. Po úplném splnění závazku na úhradu pohledávky zajištěné touto zástavní smlouvou vydá 

zástavní věřitel zástavci na jeho žádost nejpozději do 14-ti pracovních dní potvrzení pro 

katastrální úřad o splnění pohledávky a zániku zástavního práva podle § 170 ObčZ, které bude 

podkladem pro výmaz zástavního práva v katastru nemovitostí. 

 

VIII. 

 

Na základě této zástavní smlouvy smluvní strany navrhují, aby v katastru nemovitostí k 

Nemovitostem uvedeným v čl. I. této smlouvy  vyznačil vklad zástavního práva ve prospěch 

zástavního věřitele Pavla Procházky, R.Č.: 8510055213, bytem Boženy Němcové 613, 

Moravský Krumlov 672 01, pro pohledávku 110.000,- Kč s příslušenstvím a smluvní pokutu do 

celkové výše 900.000,- Kč.  

 

IX. 

 

1. Tato zástavní smlouva je sepsána v pěti vyhotoveních, z nichž pět vyhotovení bude připojeno 

k návrhu na vklad u příslušného katastrálního úřadu.  

 

2. Smluvní strany prohlašují, že si smlouvu řádně přečetly, s jejím obsahem souhlasí, že byla 

sepsána dle jejich pravé a svobodné vůle, vážně, určitě a srozumitelně, nikoliv v tísni a za 

nápadně nevýhodných podmínek, na důkaz čehož připojují níže vlastnoruční podpisy.  

 

V Ivančicích dne ………………   V Ivančicích dne ……………… 

 

zástavní věřitel:                                                       zástavce:  

 

 

………………………………………   …………………………………                 

 

zástavce:  

 

 

……………………………………… 


